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“Vision is not enough; it must be combined with venture. It is not enough to stare up the
steps; we must step up the stairs.”
-- Vaclav Havel, writer and first President of the Czech Republic

“Provehito in Altum”
-Launch forth into the deep30 Seconds to Mars
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THESIS TITLE BREAKDOWN
Eco:

A truncation of the word “Ecology”; the branch of biology dealing
with relations / interactions between organisms and their environment.
It is used in reference to environmental control in architecture.

Evolutionary:

Pertaining to evolution or development in biology. Where change in
the gene pool of a population from generation to generation is through
such processes as mutation and natural selection.

Algotecture:

A marriage between the science of algorithms and architecture,
utilizing computers as design partners and aiding architects efficiently
in simulating their design problems to reach optimum goals in
minimum time.

Ceiling:

The overhead interior surface of a room.

Form:

The shape of a thing or person. It is used in the title in compliance with
the ceiling to denote properties of shape, such as Cartesian positions
and boundary characteristics (rectilinear, curvilinear, etc…).

Finding:

To locate, attain, or obtain by search in a number of options and under
certain conditions for search parameters.

Daylight:

Natural light of day, referring to the science of daylighting to provide
visual comfort and reduce energy consumption.

Genetic Algorithms: A computational process that simulates the behavior and adaptation of
a number of competing solutions through control nodes, as generations
are created, tested and selected through repetitive mating and mutation.
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ABSTRACT
Today’s most compelling architectural designs are emerging from new forms of collaborative
computer aided architectural design (CAAD) methodologies. Such advanced processes
explore with what this research will name the “Digiscape”, which entails mastery of
technique and instinctive creativity combined with multilayered design complexity that was
never before in the grasp of even the most talented of architects. These developments lead to
the birth of what is called “Algotecture”: a marriage between the science of algorithms and
architecture, utilizing computers as design partners and aiding architects efficiently in
simulating their design problems to reach optimum goals at minimum time. Unfortunately,
with all the technological progress that research has developed, advanced computational
methods and their usage to nourish architectural design are visions that are considered distant.
This is due to the multidisciplinary expertise required for such developments and the
fragmentation of the mainstream building industry, which makes it difficult to voice such
requests for in depth research.
This thesis presents an example generic procedure for generation and finding of ceiling form
according to required criteria of daylight uniformity ratios. A Genetic Algorithm was utilized
as a process that simulates the behavior and adaptation of a number of competing solutions
through control nodes, as generations are created, tested and selected through repetitive
mating and mutation. The computer implementation was developed and coded in LUA, a
versatile scripting language. Ecotect simulation software was employed as the front end form
input visualization tool and Radiance as the backend daylighting performance calculation
engine. Conclusions about the optimum ceiling geometry and form for a designed example
case were drawn, leaving the architect with a variety of choices for design. Results showed
that this approach offers a robust and yet precise form finding method.
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INTRODUCTION
Digital technologies are changing architectural practice, research and education in ways that
only few were able to anticipate just a decade ago. Today, digital architectural design
processes and tools allow for dynamic, open-ended and unpredictable realizations of threedimensional structures and are giving rise to new possibilities for architectural spaces. Form
is no longer something static that is imposed on a structure, nor a behavior that can be
integrated in the characteristics of 3d modeling, but is now influenced by the properties of the
digital tools used.
Traditionally, algorithms were used as mathematical or logical mechanisms for dealing with
practical problems. However, in Computer Aided Architectural Design (CAAD) they become
the means for exploring possible paths that may lead to potential solutions. Their behavior is
often unpredictable and they frequently produce creative patterns that amaze even their own
scripter. When an architect successfully reaches this point, the computer wouldn’t be
considered as an expansion / reflection of the mind, but rather as a partner in the design
process with fundamentally different abilities and ways of thinking. Leading to the birth of
what is called “Algotecture”. But in order to utilize the full potential within the science of
algorithmic scripting in architectural design, it has become inescapable to delve into the
world of programming, in order to make a truly creative use of the computer.
Evolution of form generation becomes based on performance (performative) strategies, such
as the study of physics, mathematics, material science and human behavior, as emphasis
shifts from the “generation of form” to the “finding of form”. This process of change would
be animated from the given condition to the optimal condition, leaving the human designer
the space to find one of the in-between options that is interesting and worth further
development, even though it may not be the optimal solution. Some theorists have argued that
1

many problems cannot be solved algorithmically, either because the procedure leading to
their solution is not well defined or because not all the information needed to solve them is
available or precise. Such problems make it necessary to use heuristic and adaptive decision
procedures through “Genetic Algorithms” (GA) or Pattern Search methods. A GA is a process
that simulates the behavior and adaptation of a number of competing solutions over time, as
generations are created, tested and selected through repetitive mating and mutation.
The utilization of computers as design partners should aid architects in efficiently simulating
their design problems and reaching optimum goals at minimum time. And although
originality appears to be a necessity for any design process that claims to be “creative”;
Design Creativity in the context of computation should be concerned with the introduction of
external factors to a design space that should lead to unexpected, yet valuable results.1
Through this conception of design and creativity, automation in digital design offers
previously unperceivable approaches that could lead to creative solutions. Unfortunately,
these visions today are considered distant, despite the advances in digital techniques that can
be used in the development of such generative tools. This is due to the multidisciplinary
expertise required for such developments and the fragmentation of the mainstream building
industry, which makes it difficult to voice such requests for in depth research.

Research Goal:
Develop a generic CAAD procedure that optimizes conceptual design form based on a
performance criterion.

1

Gero, J. (1999). Creativity, emergence and evolution in design. Knowledge Based Systems 9(7) 435-448.

2

Research Objectives:


Investigate and categorize contemporary CAAD methodologies.



Review recent developments in Algotecture and computational optimization of form.



Design a generic optimization procedure for ceiling form, utilizing GA’s based on criteria
of indoor daylighting uniformity.



Program a code that simulates an example model for testing and verification.

Hypothesis:
If a GA is used as a form finding technique, then it will offer a robust and yet precise method
to find performativly fit ceiling geometry in accordance with daylighting uniformity.
Methodology:
Research was divided into two parts; the first explored the historic background and theory of
the research approach, and the second presented an example case for verification (Figure
0-1).
Part 1: Historical Background and Theoretical Investigation
In Chapter 1, an exploratory research was conducted for various methods of computational
architectural design, which lead to categorizing them according to their processes. This was
followed by a descriptive review of recent published developments in the area of form
optimization in Chapter 2, with concentration on the utilization of GA’s in different
architectural design aspects. Finally, in Chapter 3, a constructive research developed codes
for two generic procedures to optimize ceiling form based on daylight uniformity. The first
deals with a curvilinear ceiling form with an extruded two-dimensional section, and the
second with a triangulated polygon mesh as a three dimensional approach. A Genetic

3

Algorithm was programmed in LUA code, allowing interactions between Ecotect conceptual
performance tool and Radiance lighting simulation software.
Part 2: Example Case and Verification
Quantitative optimization of a case was presented as an example in Chapter 4. Detailed
optimization results were stated, analyzed and discussed with respect to both the
computational procedure and forms produced. This part was concluded in Chapter 5 with a
discussion, potentials, limitations, and recommendations for future developments.
Scope and Limitations:


The explored literature was primarily concentrated on digital design processes and then
converged onto the utilization of Genetic Algorithms in them.



This research focused on generation and finding of form through artificial intelligence,
utilizing Genetic Algorithms in optimization. Daylight Uniformity was used as the
passive energy performance criterion and objective function.



Form finding was specified to ceilings in two methods: curvilinear as sweeped cubic Bsplines, and three dimensional as triangulated polygonal meshes.

4

Figure 0.1: Research Process Flowchart

5
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Part One

Historical Background and Theoretical Investigation

This part contains the following chapters, First: Investigating and categorizing methods of
computational architectural design according to their processes, consisting of representation
through Computer Aided Design / Drafting (CAD), synthesis with Form Generation and
finally evaluation through Performative Simulation / Optimization. Second: Exploring
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) in computation, with emphasis on design evolution through GAs.
A review of recent published developments was conducted in the area of form optimization,
with concentration on the utilization of GAs in different architectural design aspects. Third:
Developing a CAAD procedure, in this section the study will present the coding of a
procedure for optimizing generic ceiling forms based on daylight uniformity. GAs were
programmed in LUA© code,2 allowing interactions between Radiance© lighting simulation
software3 and Ecotect Analysis® conceptual building performance tool4.

2

LUA is a a scripting language designed, implemented, and maintained by a team at the Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro in
Brazil (PUC-Rio). It was developed in the Computer Graphics Technology Group of PUC-Rio (TECGRAF) and it now resides at LABLUA.
Copyrights: TECGRAF and LABLUA, which are laboratories of the Department of Computer Science of PUC-Rio. http://www.lua.org/
3
Desktop Radiance is a highly accurate ray-tracing software system for windows computers that was developed with primary support from
the U.S. Department Of Energy and additional support from the Swiss Federal Government. It is licensed at no cost in open-source form and
copyright is held by the Regents of the University of California. http://radsite.lbl.gov/radiance/framew.html
4
Ecotect® Analysis software is a comprehensive sustainable building design tool. It simulates building performance from conception to
fine detailing. It offers a wide range of simulation and building energy analysis functionality. Copyright: Autodesk®.
http://usa.autodesk.com/adsk/servlet/pc/index?id=12602821&siteID=123112
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Part One

Historical Background and Theoretical Investigation

The chapter introduces a comparative study between different computational architectural
theories that has been categorized according to their processes. These categories are: Digital
representation through Computer Aided Design / Drafting (CAD), synthesis of form through
Form Generation and finally building Performance Simulation / Optimization. This
exploration demonstrates new grounds of architectural design: the Digiscape; forming a basic
scheme that can theoretically aid the architect in conceiving the suitable digital design
methodology complying with the nature of the architectural design project.
The word Digiscape is composed of two parts: Digi: is abridging the word Digital, meaning
operating on data or information in a numerical form.5 Scape: An extensive scene; a view.
Often used in combination: Seascape; Landscape; etc…6 Therefore, Digiscape Architecture:
is any architectural design conceived, produced or evaluated in a digital scene.
1.1.1

Representation – Computer Aided Design / Drafting (CAD)

In architecture, communication allows architects, engineers, contractors, clients and other
contributors in the design process to share information that could be considered and analyzed
to be debated and act on it in a coordinated manner.7 In typical architecture design studios,
computers are being used as a media of representation and visualization. Architects
communicate their vision of the built environment in a picture-perfect realism never before
imagined at such high definition, through 2D drawings, 3D modeling or visualizations of
rendering software. Also the developments of CAD software lead to the need for storing
multi-disciplinary information within one virtual building representation.

5

Digital. (2010). Retrieved February 20, 2010, from an online dictionary: http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/digital
Scape. (2010). Retrieved February 20, 2010, from an online dictionary: http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/scape
7
Kalay, Y. (2004), Architecture’s New Media. England, London: The MIT Press.
6

10

Digiscape Architecture

1.1.1.1.

Chapter 1

2D Drawings

Since the conception of CAD, it has been viewed as an instrument for efficient production
and a vehicle for graphic presentation of an already designed building, a tool of the postdesign stages of work, rather than a design-supporting activity.8 Through such disciplines, the
computer helped greatly in drafting of 2D drawings as a mediator of design concepts and
details. Traditional design processes entail the drafting of drawings such as plans, elevations
and sections to represent shapes, dimensions and relationships. This requires data structures
that are used for non geometric representation to be used for geometric description. Such
technology has been thoroughly analyzed and reviewed.9 The utilization of computers in
drafting has many software platforms and it is now integrated in any professional practice or
academic institute that teaches design as an architectural discipline.
1.1.1.2.

3D Modeling

The advantage of 3D Modeling is to help architects make their designs tangible enough to be
visually evaluated. 3D modeling is the form of representation that would allow them to share
their ideas with other members participating in the design process. The representation of
models is three-dimensional, which gives the viewer full control over how to view the model.
This is unlike other visual forms of design illustrations that give only a single view, such as
renderings, sketches or even drawings. 3D modeling is conducted through Geometric
Modeling and it is most helpful in design development when applying Shape Modifiers and
Operators.

8

Szalapaj, P. (2001), CAD Principles for Architectural Design: Analytical Approaches to Computational Representation of Architectural
Form. England, Oxford: Butterworth-Heinemann.
9
Mitchell, W. (1977), Computer-aided Architectural Design. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company Inc.

11

Part One

1.1.1.2.1.

Historical Background and Theoretical Investigation

Geometric Modeling

Modeling in architecture takes a geometric form in most cases. The designed objects are
translated into symbolic data structures that computers can operate on. Geometric modeling is
divided into three categories, wire frame, surface and solid modeling.10
1.1.1.2.1.1.

Wireframe Modeling

It is the oldest and simplest graphical form of computational representation of shapes. It was
developed in the 1960s, when the Tektronix storage tube was the prevailing display
technology that draws lines on a computer screen in only one color (green). Wire frame
models are fairly easy to build, as they only require a data structure that is able to represent
points and lines. This makes this method very efficient but at the same time limited, because
it’s not always easy to tell exactly the shape of the design they represent (Figure I.1-2). Wire
frame models represent shape outlines through edges and this doesn’t provide the viewer with
volume and other vital properties of the represented shape.11 It is now considered an obsolete
form of modeling and it has become more of a viewing mode in the modeling process.
1.1.1.2.1.2.

Surface Modeling

Surface models are a collection of unrelated polygons. They represent vertices, edges and
faces of objects. This approach support hidden-lines removal (Figure I.1-2), but it is not
possible to calculate the surface area or volume of combined shapes. Its functionality for
architectural design purposes is limited to the visualization of the finished product.12
1.1.1.2.1.3.

Solid Modeling

The most complete method to represent shapes. Solid models include information about all
parts of the shape, similar to a physical model made of clay or solid wood. Its surface,

10

Kalay, Y. (2004), Architecture’s New Media. England, London: The MIT Press.
Ibid.
12
Kalay, Y. (2004), Architecture’s New Media. England, London: The MIT Press.
11
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Chapter 1

volume and other properties can be calculated. Such models support Boolean operations such
as union, intersection and subtraction (Figure 1.1-1).13

Figure 1.1-1: Evolution through wireframe, surface and solid geometric modeling.

1.1.1.2.2.

Shape Operators and Modifiers

Modifiers are generally applied to geometry to reach certain design intents that don’t depend
on pure geometry. They fall into five general categories.14The first is Topological Modifiers
where changing the structure of shape itself, such as Autodesk’s 3DS Max Free Form
Deformation (FFD) and Twist modifiers. The second is Geometry Modifiers that forms
visible volumetric entities out of shapes, such as: linear extrusion, rotational sweep. The third
is Shape Transformation Modifiers such as: scaling, rotating, etc. The fourth is Boolean
Modifiers: where shapes are combined shapes through union, intersection and difference.
The fifth and final are Assembly Modifiers that groups shapes so that they can be treated as
one entity. Such modifiers are useful for creating window assemblies, machines and other
objects that can’t be described by a single shape.
1.1.1.3.

Visualization

Visualization through Computer Graphics (CG) was previously defined by Yehuda Kalay:

13
14
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Ibid.
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“Visualization… refers to the process of converting the data structures that
comprise the geometric model of an object into a graphical form that can
be displayed on the screen of a computer or printed on paper”.15
The graphical representation of mathematical symbols fools the human visual system into
perceiving images that are up to its expectation. This is done first through geometric models
that were described in section (i). Lighting and surface models are then explored through
different aspects of material properties (e.g. transparency, reflection, etc…). Finally,
rendering of such collective models produce photo-realistic images. Rendering has been
developed in the past 50 years from simple line drawings to ray tracing and radiosity
algorithms that today are able to display almost life-like illustrations.
1.1.1.4.

Building Information Modeling (BIM)

This part of the chapter is a review of a recent publication that summarizes BIM
technology.16
In the fields of architecture, engineering and
construction (AEC) industries, BIM is one of the
most promising contemporary developments. It is a
technology that can virtually aid in simulating
accurate models of buildings digitally. Generally,
this computer generated model should contain
specific geometry and information that is required
in

construction,

fabrication

and

procurement

activities necessary to successfully bring any

15

Figure 1.1-2: Utilization of BIM in
consistent and coordinated
information about a project.
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building to life. This model can also be utilized to represent the lifecycle of a building, which
consequently result in better quality at lower cost and minimum project implementation time
(Figure 1.1-217).
Although BIM presents a dream for many integrated disciplines in the building industry, it
also presents a number of challenges. Some of them are: collaboration with in teams involved
in the design and construction processes, legal changes to documentation ownership and
finally changing a complete system and design environment. However, the successful
utilization of BIM technology should improve the building business practice. This will be
evident in pre-construction, the design phase, construction and fabrication of buildings and in
post-construction, which is discussed next.
1.1.1.4.1.

Pre-Construction

There are two main issues that concern any owner before engaging an architect to design a
building, cost and time. If owners are certain that a building will meet program requirements
within the given financial situation, they will proceed in confidence that their expectations
will be met efficiently. Therefore, if an approximate building model was linked to a cost
database, this would give an estimate that will help in critical initial decisions.
1.1.1.4.2.

The Design Phase

The best way to communicate a designers’ vision to his clients is always a challenge. Since
BIM technology supports the generation of 3D models directly rather than its creation from
multiple 2D views, it can be used as a tool to visualize concepts at any stage of the design
process. This should be done with the expectation that models are going to be dimensionally
consistent in every view, which aids greatly in managing any design changes (Figure 1.1-3).

17
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Figure 1.1-3: Autodesk’s Revit Architecture, where any modeling changes propagate
alterations in the whole virtual model system including 2D projections, materials, etc… 18
The successful utilization of BIM will consequently facilitate the generation of accurate and
consistent 2D drawings that can be extracted for any set of objects, where changes are
parametric; any modification to the design model will propagate alterations in all produced
drawings. This supports a simultaneous design environment for multiple disciplines, which
saves time and reduces errors while giving insight into design problems earlier.
A design issue that not always presents itself is cost. While designers keep that in mind in the
early phases of design through unit price per square meter, BIM technology allows extracting
cost estimates based on an accurate bill of quantities and spaces. As a result, this creates
better informed decisions regarding cost rather than the traditional paper-based system.

18
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Construction and Fabrication

Right before construction, design errors can be discovered through BIM. This is because the
virtual model includes all multi interfacing systems, and it can be checked both
systematically and visually. Such conflicts are identified before they present themselves in
the construction site, which speeds up the building process, reduces costs and prevents legal
disputes which could present themselves due to inconsistency.
In the implementation stage of the building, synchronizing schematic designs and
construction planning presents quite a challenge. It requires linking construction plans to 3D
designed objects which simulates the construction process, and more importantly, how the
site would look like in any stage of the actual building process. Using BIM, sources of
potential problems are revealed and opportunities also present themselves. Consequently, it
would help if the model included temporary construction objects such as shoring, scaffolding,
cranes and the like. Such equipment can then be linked to scheduled activities and reflects on
the construction plan. A complete virtual model should supply accurate quantities for all of
the materials and objects contained within a design. This aids in the exact procurement of
quantities, specifications and properties of objects contained within a design from product
vendors and subcontractors. However, this has not been fully developed yet.
If a design or site problem occurs, a BIM system will respond quickly to any changes
required. As modification accurately reflect in the model and all the subsequent views of it.
Such a reaction to a problem of any nature will be visualized, shared and estimated precisely.
This makes BIM technology a time-saver for accurate resolutions, as opposed to time
consuming paper transactions that are error prone in that manner.
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Figure 1.1-4: Autodesk’s Revit Architecture, fabrication and shop drawing details.

19

BIM technology supports a high level of detail for fabrication objects and shop models
(Figure 1.1-4). If a design model is transferred to a BIM fabrication tool, it will contain an
accurate representation of building objects taken from the holistic virtual model. Such
components will be automatically fabricated using numerically controlled machinery, which
is standard practice today in steel fabrication and sheet metal work.
1.1.1.4.4.

Post Construction

BIM Building models supply sources of information for operation of facilities. After the
building is completed, such information can be utilized to check that all previously analyzed
mechanical and control systems are working properly and efficiently. If such a model is
updated as built, it should also provide a useful starting point for managing the building.

19
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Although still not implemented, BIM technology also provides the perfect platform for future
developments of supporting systems for sensors and remote operating systems. Owners will
then have a complete system that integrates all designed system into one model that controls
all interfacing systems.

19
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1.1.2

Synthesis – Form Generation

Form generation in CAAD is viewed as an activity called “formal analysis”, which involves
invention and exploration of new forms and their relations through organizational principles,
geometrical qualities and morphological properties.20 Form is neither something static that is
imposed on a structure nor a behavior that can be integrated in the characteristics of 3D
Modeling, but is now influenced by the properties of the digital tools used. It brings out the
generative processes and their possibilities connected to the concepts of interactivity,
modifiability and evolution among the principals of digital architectural design.21 An example
of this is “Paramorph I” by Marc Burry (Figure 1.1-5).22 The aim of this study was to explore
“parametric modeling” software and associated geometric strategies used as speculative
design tools.

Figure 1.1-5: “Paramorph I” by Mark Burry.

20
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Form is generated in design computation through two principal techniques: Transformations
and Artificial Intelligence.
1.1.2.1.

Transformations / Permutations

Modeling through transformations currently refers to very specific software characteristics. It
can be summarized as rapid editing of architectural designs, re-adaptability of the model and
periodic creation of libraries from reusable parts. This approach defines the constraints
representing the object (whether geometric or non-geometric) to reach its geometric
formalization. Since the dimensional values are also influenced by non-geometric parameters,
different models can also be obtained by applying the same modifications in different
sequences. To correctly manage modifications, the ability to show the unedited aspects of the
design with respect to dimensional modification operations should be available.23
Transformations can be done through Parametric permutations, Animate Form and
Algorithmic scripting.
1.1.2.1.1.

Parametric Permutations (Dynamic Physical Iterations)

Parametric transformations are changes that relate to one or more parameter (e.g.: equations
that define the geometry of a curve or a surface) without assigning direct connections
between the coordinates of its points, expressing these coordinates in relation to one or more
independent variables (named parameters).24 It is a process that is based on consistent
relationships between objects, not on fixed metric quantities. Changes in a single element will
propagate corresponding modifications throughout the system, making it a technique for
holistic control and manipulation of design objects at all scales, from part to whole.25 Design
problems are resolved through management of objects by components connected in a “tree”

23
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Toppology Polyssurfaces

The terrm “Polysuurfaces” reefers to a topologicaal surface that is distinguished
d by its
sophistiicated mathhematical eqquations, it can only bee representeed in the 3D
D environm
ment of a
modelinng program
m and it doeesn’t exactlly have tan
ngible param
meters. An example of this is
what iss called a Non Unifform Rationnal B-Splin
ne (NURBS) (Figure 1.1-7). With
W
this
techniquue, architecctural coverrings as topoological surrfaces can be
b generatedd, making itt easy to
producee non-uniforrm variationns and defoormations.29

Figure 1.1--7: A sequennce demonstrrating the con
nstruction off a NURBS ppolysurface.

1.1.2.1.2.

Aniimate (Spatiial Temporaal Alteration
ns)

ws that anim
mation doess not necesssarily meann movementt, as stated by Greg
Animatte form show
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30
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Animattion tools haave changedd the way thhat geometrry is used inn the designn process; fo
orms are
malleabble, deformaable, transfo
formable, bllended, morrphed and animated,
a
raather than id
dealized
to repreesent a hidden singular order.31 Annimation too
ols utilize tw
wo main meethods; Key
yframing
and Invverse Kinem
matics.
1.1.2.1.2.1.

Keyf
yframing

Based on
o the concept of a “Keyframe”
“
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instantss in the proocess of traansformationns. Like in the film inndustry, a ssequential series
s
of
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gle frames that
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transitioons (Figure 1.1-8). To create form
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v
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Figure 1..1-8: Two keey frame and interpolated
d animation from
f
a motioon picture.
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1.1.2.1.2.1.1 Morrphing
Morphiing techniquues (also caalled metam
morphic or morphogene
m
etic) transfoorms one fo
orm into
anotherr and makes a fluid transition between the initial
i
and final states, thus allow
wing the
control of particulaarly compleex morpholoogical transformations.. By selectinng one or more
m
key
gh in its
frames as destinattions, passaages can bee establisheed that the form mustt go throug
m, where
transforrmation. Thhese destinaations are obbtained by creating copies of the initial form
paramettric deformers, modifieers or directtly manipullating the geeometry or m
mesh can affect the
outcom
me of form (Figure
(
1.1--9).33 This detail
d
and complexity
c
in a digitall design too
ol paved
the pathh to many theoreticall design isssues that became pracctical solutiions. For example,
e
morphinng techniquues have beeen used too simulate what
w
is callled “Naturaal Morphog
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i the proceess of evoluutionary devvelopment and
a growth in nature. W
Where arch
hitectural
design entails unffolding morphologicall complexitty based onn concepts of develo
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metic enginneering.34

Figure 1.1-9: Deforrmed objectss as targets, where
w
the sofftware calcullates the fluidd transition between
b
tempooral states off form.
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Particle Systems / Space Wrap

Depending on the Particle System (PS) used, digital particles can either simulate
environmental elements such as snow, dust, spray and others, or represent geometric
primitives such as blending Blobs or complex objects. With this simulation, a Space Wrap
(SW) can be placed, allowing a region of space to be assigned the characteristic of induced
deformations and effects in the particles found. A different number of SWs exist that can
simulate natural forces such as gravity, wind and displacement, also to generate geometric
replications of waves, bends and stretch systems. When using such permutation systems, new
potentials and opportunities that allow the designer to research new design processes present
themselves, through injecting designs with information systems.35 Greg Lynn’s proposal for
Port Authority Bus Terminal presents an effective example of using particle systems to
visualize gradient fields created by forces associated with flow of pedestrians, cars and buses
across the site (Figure 1.1-10).36

Figure 1.1-10: Greg Lynn’s design of a protective roof and a lighting scheme for the Port Authority
Bus Terminal in New York.
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Inverse Kinematics

It is created as a complex form of animation for characters. Inverse Kinematics (IK) is used
to transmit the movement of a derivative object called a “child” to the principal object or
“parent” found inside an “IK chain”. As opposed to Direct Kinematics, in which the
movements of a principal object are transmitted to its derivatives and it can be utilized for
simulating even complex mechanical devices. IK helps study over time the progress of the
relationships between space programs and site, through codifying and simulating events as a
series of variable conditions and reactions to the activities designed in a certain space (Figure
1.1-11). It is measured in intensity, duration and frequency; the user melds into the landscape
and the space organization process is based on a sort of gradient between the two.37

Figure 1.1-11: Deformations with IK, sections are connected with a Father-Son relationship.

1.1.2.1.2.3.

Algorithmic Transformations

The word Algorithm is based and named after an 8th century Persian mathematician named
Al-Khwarizmi.38 It can be defined as a procedure for addressing a problem in a finite number
of steps using logical if-then-else operations in the form of a set of instructions given by a
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human to be performed by a computer. Therefore, an algorithm can describe either the way a
problem is dealt with as if it would be resolved by a human or the way it should be dealt with
to be understood by a computer. This can be perceived in two directions; either as a way of
dictating to the computer how to solve a problem or as a manifestation of a human thought
into the form of an algorithmic script.39 Algorithms can take architectural design beyond the
realm of human thinking. This will be discussed later on as a part of the manipulation of the
computer’s artificial intelligence in the design process.
An example algorithm for sequential transformation can generate a series of scaled cubes,
move them 1 unit apart and progressively rotate them by 10 degrees as they are moved
(Figure 1.1-12).

40

Figure 1.1-12: Rotational progression as a form of sequential algorithmic transformation.

1.1.2.2.

Artificial Intelligence

Artificial Intelligence (A.I.) can be defined as the ability of a machine to perform tasks
thought to require human intelligence.41 The A.I. approach sees each parametric form

39
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constraint as part of a group of rules, by changing any value; a computer program can
determine the corresponding variations by varying a system value.42 The result can then be
evaluated sequentially either via an expert system capable of understanding the operations to
be performed to accomplish its purpose, or algorithms that describe scripts which generate
space and form from the logic inbuilt in architectural programs, typologies, building code and
programming language itself.43
1.1.2.2.1.

Knowledge Based Systems

Knowledge based systems (KBS) are A.I. tools working in a narrow domain to provide
intelligent decisions with justification. Facts for a knowledge base must be acquired from
human experts through interviews and observations. This knowledge is then usually
represented in the form of “if-then” rules: “If some conditions are true, then following
inference can be made (or some action taken).” The knowledge base of a major expert system
includes thousands of rules. A certainty factor is often attached to the conclusion of each
production rule, because the conclusion is not a certainty.44
1.1.2.2.2.

Algorithmic A.I.

Algorithmic A.I. are scripting languages that take designers beyond the mouse, breaking the
limits of current 3D software. Traditionally, algorithms were used as mathematical or logical
mechanisms for dealing with practical problems. Today, they become the means for
exploring possible paths that may lead to potential solutions. Their behavior is often nonpredictable and they frequently produce patterns of thought and results that amaze even their
own writers. When an architect successfully reaches this point, the computer wouldn’t be
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considered as an expansion / reflection of the mind, but rather as a partner in the design
process with fundamentally different abilities and ways of thinking. But in order to utilize the
full potential within the science of algorithmic scripting in architectural design, it has become
inescapable to delve into the world of programming, in order to make a truly creative use of
the computer. The most common algorithmic approach to design is named “Dynamic
Programming”, which is a method of solving complex problems by breaking them down into
simpler steps. It is applicable to problems that exhibit the properties of overlapping sub
problems which are only slightly smaller and optimal substructure. When applicable, the
method takes much less time than other naive methods. Many theorists that have argued that
many problems cannot be solved that way, either because the procedure leading to their
solution is not well defined or because not all the information needed to solve them is
available or precise.45 Such problems make it necessary to use heuristic and adaptive decision
procedures through “Genetic Algorithms” or Pattern Search methods.
1.1.2.2.2.1.

Dynamic Programming

The basic principles for using dynamic programming in tackling a design problem is that it
should be separable into a series of sub problems that can be solved sequentially. All
transformations must be constant so that the altered versions have the same feasible solutions
and the same performance as the original design problem. Each problem needs to be explored
on its own as there is no standard form for such a technique. The objective function for
design optimization has to be divisible into discrete stages that can be related to each sub
problem, and those sub problems must be organized in such a way that later decisions do not
invalidate earlier ones.46 The technique has many constraints that include exponential rise of
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computation time due to number of state variables. It is recommended to only use this
technique in optimization of nonlinear, discontinuous and discrete variables such as an
economic feasibility study or design of an elevator system.
1.1.2.2.2.2.

Evolutionary Genetic Algorithms

A Genetic (Generative) Algorithm is a process that simulates the behavior and adaptation of a
number of competing solutions over time, as generations are created, tested and selected
through repetitive mating and mutation. The ownership of this algorithmic process should
then be attributed to the machine that produced it, the computer.47 Genetic Algorithms (GAs)
are usually used for optimization to integrate the computer media in the design process. This
approach requires Heuristic methods to arrive at a solution. Such methods are closer to
“search and evaluate” processes used in architectural design and optimization. GAs are going
to be extensively reviewed in detail later in Chapter Two: Genetic Algorithms in Digiscape
Form Finding of this part.
1.1.2.2.2.3.

Pattern Search

These methods define architectural geometry and form through applying different rules to an
initial shape; there are many techniques to define a pattern, but this research will review only
three: Fractal Geometry, Cellular Automata and Match-and-Attach.
1.1.2.2.2.3.1

Fractal Geometry

It is based on a scheme formulated by the Swedish mathematician Neils Fabian Helge von
Koch, famous for his discovery of the von Koch snowflake curve in 1906.48 Form is
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generated from an initial shape with a production rule of one or more generators. Each and
every line segment of the base is replaced by the shape of the generator (Figure 1.1-13).49

Figure 1.1-13: Fractals with curves and various fractals formations

1.1.2.2.2.3.2

Cellular Automata

Cellular Automata (CA) generally relies on numerical descriptions of design constraints or
design approaches in which decisions are made according to systematic frameworks. CA
models tend to produce shapes that display fascinating three-dimensional form, but difficult
to adapt to the functional requirements of a building. It is more likely to be used either in
particular aspects or in particular stages of a design project (Figure 1.1-14), with the
outcomes frequently modified during the design process on the basis of an architect’s
assessment. Attempting to design rule sets that are specific enough to generate complete
buildings defies the simplicity characteristic of rules in CA systems.50
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Figure 1.1-14: An 8 neighborhood and Cellular Automata as an LCD display wrapped around a
building.

1.1.2.2.2.3.3

Match-and-Attach

“Match-and-Attach” is a semi-automatic generation process that combines automatic shape
generation through the manual input of an architectural designer. It is an evolution of regular
2D shape grammars as a definition of the applier shape is done, then a base shape is selected,
configured and a 3D conceptual form is generated (Figure 1.1-15). This technique expresses a
drawing “style” rather than a specific design methodology.51

Figure 1.1-15: Methodology of “Match-and-Attach” generative process.

51

Kwon, Y. et al. (2009), ArchiDNA: An interactive system for creating 2D and 3D conceptual drawings in architectural design. ComputerAided-Design. 41, 159-172.
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1.1.3

Evaluation – Performance Simulation / Optimization

Simulation involves primarily the formation of building behavioral models. This is done for
any given stage of development, ranging from “as-designed” to “as-built” or “as-operated”.52
This creation requires specialized skills that are concerned with the design, construction,
operation and management of buildings in general. It draws its resources from many diverse
disciplines that include the study of physics, mathematics, material science and human
behavior. The aim of simulation is to predict the behavior of a building and its users from
conception to demolition. Research in performative optimization and decision support
environments began three decades ago, when computational algorithms were used to develop
systems that aid architecture designers in their activities by providing either guidance through
advice or optimization using emerging Artificial Intelligence technologies. Digital tools have
been designed and developed to simulate a variety of building performance algorithms in
areas such as thermal flow, ventilation, lighting, acoustics and structures.53 The United States
Department of Energy (DOE) maintains an online directory of such energy related tools for
buildings.54
The current interest in building performance as a design criterion is mainly due to the
emergence of sustainability as a defining socio-economic issue. Performance -in all its forms
and expressions- is not considered separately or in some kind of linear progression, but it is
engaged simultaneously early on in the conceptual stages of the design. Digital quantitative
and qualitative performance based simulations are used as a technological foundation for a
comprehensive new approach to the design of the built environment, by relying on
collaboration between the many parties involved in the design in a highly networked design

52

Augenbroe, G., Malkawi, A. (Eds). (2003). Advanced Building Simulation, New York: Spon Press.
Kolarevic, B.,Malkawi, A. (Eds). (2005). Performative Architecture: Beyond Instrumentality, New York: Spon Press.
54
United States Department of Energy. Building Energy Software Tools Directory. Directory website retrieved April 1, 2010
http://apps1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/tools_directory/
53
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context such as cyber space. Performance simulation in this research is divided to three
categories: simulation of environmental psychology, energy modeling and analysis of
structural performance.
1.1.3.1.

Environmental Psychology

The creation of models that would predict the way a human would perceive space and react to
it is considered one of the areas of research that were earlier engaged but not yet fully
developed. Research is divided into analysis of space configurations through what is called
“Space Syntax”, spatial visibility and finally, simulation of human behavior.
1.1.3.1.1.

Space Syntax

Analysis of spatial configurations in plans is done through Space Syntax, which is a set of
techniques used for spatial configurations in buildings and urban settings. It was originally
conceived by Professor Bill Hillier55 and his colleagues, as a set of tools that would help
architects simulate the likely effects of their designs. Since then, it has grown to become a
tool used around the world in a variety of research and design applications. It has been
extensively applied in the fields of architecture, urban design, planning, transportation and
interior design. Over the past decade, space syntax techniques have also been used for
research in fields as diverse as archaeology, information technology, urban and human
geography, and anthropology.56
The general idea is that spaces can be broken down into components, analyzed as networks of
choices, and then represented as maps and graphs that describe the relative connectivity and
integration of those spaces. It rests on three basic conceptions of space:

55
56

Hillier, B. (1996). Space is the machine, Cambridge, The United Kingdom: Press Syndicate.
Space Syntax Introduction (2010). Retrieved March 6, 2010: http://www.spacesyntax.org/introduction/index.asp
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Isovvists

Also caalled viewshhed or visibbility polyggon, which is the fieldd of view ffrom any paarticular
point. The
T conceppt was deveeloped in the
t late 70ss.

57

The laatest in ressearch preseent new

techniquues to meassure 2D andd 3D visibillity over urrban spaces that could help in providing a
quantifiiable basis for Lynch’s urban annalysis, as outlined inn his book [Lynch, 19
960 The
Image of
o the City (MIT
(
Press,, Cambridgee, MA)] (Fiigure 1.1-166).

Figurre 1.1-16: Isoovist analysiis to urban sppaces.

1.1.3.1.1.2.

Axiaal Space

It is defined as a straight
s
sighht-line and possible paath. Earlier attempts diiscussed ax
xiality in
compreession, disjuunction and the like to produce
p
axiiality maps..58 This linee of research
h is now
capablee of aiding in design on
o an urbann scale eveen in the most
m
delicate of detailss such a
quantitaative street lighting design
d
plannning,

59

or in technollogical advaancements such as

integrattion with GIIS for modeeling urban spaces (Fig
gure 1.1-17)).60

57

Davis S.., Benedikt M. (19979) Computational model s of sppace: Isovists and
d isovist fields. Coomputer Graphicss and Image Proccessing. 11
(1), 49-72.
58
Hillier, B.
B (1996). Space is the machine, Cambridge,
C
The United
U
Kingdom: Press Syndicate.
59
Choi A.,, et al. (2006). Appplication of the space
s
syntax theoory to quantitativee street lighting design.
d
Building aand Environment.. 41, 355366.
60

Jiang B., Claramunt C., Klarqvist,
K
B. (20000). Integration off space syntax intto GIS for modeliing urban spaces.. International Jo
ournal of
Applied Eaarth Observation and
a Geoinformatiion. 2(3-4), 161-1171.
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Figure 1.1-17: Example global integration map of Insadong in surrounding areas of Seoul

1.1.3.1.1.3.

Convex space

It is an occupiable void where, if imagined as a wireframe diagram, no line between two of
its points goes outside its perimeter; all points within the polygon are visible to all other
points within the polygon.61
The three most popular Space Syntax analysis methods of a street network are Integration,
which measures how many turns one has to make from a street segment to reach all other
street segments using the shortest paths. Choice measure is easiest to understand as a 'waterflow' in the street network. And finally Depth Distance, which explains the linear distance
from the center point of each street segment to the center points of all the other segments.62

61
62

Hillier, B. (1996). Space is the machine, Cambridge, The United Kingdom: Press Syndicate.
Klarqvist, B. (1993). A space syntax glossary. Nordisk Arkitekturforskning. 2, 11-12.
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Spatial Visibility

This cognition based analysis technique is still not well addressed in recent serious research.
It is the computational ability to calculate the visibility of objects from different points
around the model. It can be very useful as a site planning tool, even at a preliminary design
stage, it can be important to know the degree of visibility of specific objects from different
parts of the site (Figure 1.1-18). Also, determining which areas in a room have adequate
views to the outside through windows and openings as the LEED

63

rating now allocates

points if you can show that at least 90% of a room has access to views to the outside (Figure
1.1-19).64

Figure 1.1-18: Visibility of the red building across an urban setting.

Figure 1.1-19: Access to views outside from a partitioned office floor.

63

U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC). (2009). LEED Reference Guide for Green Building Design and Construction. Washington DC:
USGBC.
64
Autodesk Ecotect Analysis 2010 Help File.
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Human Behavior

Observed human behavior interaction is taken into account through Crowd Simulation, which
is the process of simulating the movement of a large number of objects or characters.
Although collective human behavior has been studied since the end of the 19th century,
attempts to simulate it by computer models are quite recent, with most of the works done
only in the mid and late nineties.65
A recent development that demonstrates the power and potential of simulating human
behavior presents a novel, scalable approach for simulating such crowds, using a dual
representation both as discrete agents and as a single continuous system. This approach
makes it possible to simulate very large, dense crowds composed of up to a hundred thousand
agents at near interactive rates on desktop computers (Figure 1.1-20).66

Figure 1.1-20: Crowd simulation of 25,000 pilgrims with heterogeneous goals in Al Haram.

65

Thalmann, D., Musse S. (2007). Crowd Simulation. London: Springer.
Nairan R., et al. (2009). Aggregate dynamics for dense crowd simulation. Proceedings of SIGGRAPH Asia. ACM Transactions on
Graphics, Vol. 28, No. 5, Article 122, Publication date: December 2009.
66
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Energy

The foundations for energy performance simulation were done in the 1960s and 1970s,
mainly in the fields of lighting, Heating Ventilation and Air-Conditioning (HVAC), air flow
and others. More recent additions relate to combined moisture and micro climate simulations.
As tools evolved, their propagation into consultant’s offices across the world accelerated. A
new set of challenges presents itself for the next decade. They relate to achieving an
increased level of quality control and attaining broad integration of simulation expertise and
tools in all stages of the building process.67 Energy simulation tools are widely available and
rapidly expanding, this section of the chapter is not intended to list all available tools and
their capabilities, rather than accentuate the potential of their utilization in the design process.
Whole Building Simulation tools –such as DOE2, eQUEST

68

and Energy Plus

69

- can

comprise simultaneous multiple simulation, but for more accurate results, specialized
software should be used for the exact required task to be simulated. Such tools are mainly
divided into two main components: passive and active performance simulation software.
1.1.3.2.1.

Passive Systems

A passive architectural design operates with very little mechanical assistance. In order to
achieve that, careful planning and placement of every design element is crucial to the comfort
experience. Passive systems relate to the built environment performance, which consists of
five major components: shadow and shading design, solar analysis, thermal behavior /
ventilation and air flow, daylighting / lighting and finally noise control and acoustics.

67

Augenbroe, G., Malkawi, A. (Eds). (2003). Advanced Building Simulation, New York: Spon Press.
http://www.doe2.com/
69
http://apps1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/energyplus/
68
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Shaadow and Shhading Desiign

A numbber of comm
mercially avvailable softtware can display
d
the sun’s
s
positioon and path
h relative
to the model
m
at any
a date, time, and loocation (Fig
gure 1.1-21). Based oon such sim
mulation,
shadow
w patterns caan be displaayed and shhading deviices can be designed aaccordingly to meet
complexx shading requirement
r
ts. Some sooftware –lik
ke Ecotect Analysis
A

70

g
- can also generate

optimall window shhading deviice shape foor any speciified periodd. Other soft
ftware that calculate
c
sun anggles and the sun dials innclude Clim
mate Consulttant 4 71 andd Sun Anglee 72.

Figure 1..1-21: Solar path
p / shadow
ws and shadiing design ussing Ecotect Analysis.

1.1.3.2.1.2.

Solaar Analysis

d
to callculate –andd sometimees visualizee- incident and diffuseed solar
It is ann analysis done
radiatioon on winddows and surfaces, showing th
he differenntial incideent solar radiation
r
calculatted over anny period of time. It can
c also be used to caalculate solaar availabillity over
spaces around builldings and in
i highly ovvershadoweed urban sitees. There arre many sim
mulation
softwarre for that kiind of analyysis, an exam
mple of them
m is ParaSool 73.

70

www.auutodesk.com/ecoteect-analysis
http://ww
ww.energy-designn-tools.aud.ucla.eedu/
72
http://ww
ww.susdesign.com
m/sunangle/
73
http://ww
ww.parasol.se/
71
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Theermal Behavvior, Ventilaation and Airflow

Knowleedge of airrflow in annd around buildings is
i necessaryy for heat and mass transfer
analysiss such as looad and enerrgy calculattions, therm
mal comfort assessmentt, indoor airr quality
studies,, system coontrol analyysis, and contaminant
c
t dispersal prediction. While airrflow is,
thereforre, an impportant asppect of buuilding perrformance simulation,, its analy
ysis has
consideerably laggeed behind thhe modelingg of other building
b
feaatures.74 Thhe main reaasons for
this seeem to be the
t lack off model daata and computationaal difficultiees. Techniq
ques for
modelinng airflow include:
•

Sem
mi-empiricall and simpllified modeels: These methods
m
arre mostly uused to estim
mate air
channge rate andd are frequeently based on estimatees of buildinng air tightnness.

•

Zonnal models: The buildding and syystem
are treated as
a a collecction of nodes
n
reprresenting roooms, partss of roomss and
systtem

compponents,

w
with

interm
modal

connnections reepresenting the distriibuted
flow
w paths annd associated with crracks,
dooors, ducts, and
a the like (Figure 1.1-22).
Exaamples of software used for such
simuulation incclude Energy Plus

755

Figure 1.1-22: Zone m
model showiing
tem
mperature disttribution.

and

Ecootect Analyssis.

74
75

Augenbrroe, G., Malkawi,, A. (Eds). (20033). Advanced Buillding Simulation,, New York: Sponn Press.
http://apps1.eere.energy.ggov/buildings/eneergyplus/
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mputational Fluid Dynamics (CFD
D): In the CFD
C
approach, the conservation eq
quations
Com
for mass, mom
mentum andd thermal energy
e
are solved for all nodes oof a two- or
o threedim
mensional grrid inside annd/or arounnd the buildiing. CFD appplies numeerical techn
niques to
solvve Navier-S
Stokes equaations for flluid fields and
a it provides an appproach to solve the
conservation equations
e
foor mass, momentum and
a thermall energy. Itt has been used in
manny applicatiions in relaation to buildings. Theese include natural venntilation deesign, an
exam
mple of thhat is The Experiment
E
tal Media and
a Perform
ming Arts Center, Reensselaer
Polyytechnic Institute, Troyy, USA. Arrchitect Niccholas Grim
mshaw and Partners. The
T CFD
moddels were used to refinne the HVAC
C strategy and
a to ensuure that com
mfort measurres were
maxximized for the system
m (Figure 1.11-23). 76CFD
D analysis also
a includees building material
emiissions for indoor air quality asssessment an
nd complexx flows of fire and sm
moke in
builldings throuugh the usse of Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS).77 P
Popular sim
mulation
79
softtware used for
f such anaalysis is Fluuent 78 and Flovent
F
.

Figuree 1.1-23:. Thhe CFD modeel of the insiide of the con
ncert hall, shhowing relative velocitiess in the
displacem
ment ventilation system.

76

Augenbrroe, G., 2005. A framework
f
for rattional building peerformance dialgo
ogues. In: Kolareevic, B. and Malkkawi, A., eds. Perfformative
Architecturre: Beyond Instruumentality. New York:
Y
Spon Presss.
77
Augenbrroe, G., Malkawi,, A. (Eds). (20033). Advanced Buillding Simulation,, New York: Sponn Press.
78
http://ww
ww.fluent.com/
79
http://ww
ww.mentor.com/pproducts/mechaniical/products/flovvent
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Daylighting / Lighting

Daylight has unique qualities; it is a constantly changing source, varying from time of day,
season of year and weather conditions (sunny or cloudy). This variation of light levels is
often subtle and usually unnoticed; however the result is one of visual richness which creates
a dynamic and pleasing appearance to an indoor space. In order to accomplish these benefits,
designed fenestration and daylighting systems could be experimentally evaluated and
analyzed through specialized simulation programs such as Radiance

80

or AGI32

81

. Such

software also analyses artificial lighting and aids in its design with the aim to arrive at
integrated daylighting / lighting systems that conserve energy and also provide visual
comfort. Lighting analysis can be both quantitative through simulation of illuminance,
luminance, daylight factor and sky component maps (Figure 1.1-24). Also qualitative through
rendering of life-like images and undergoing a range of analysis options that include isolux
contours, false color images and glare identification (Figure 1.1-25).

82

Figure 1.1-24: Illuminance grid on Ecotect software using Radiance as its lighting analysis engine.

80

http://radsite.lbl.gov/deskrad/
http://www.agi32.com/
82
Autodesk Ecotect Analysis Features. (2010). Retrieved March 13, 2010:
http://usa.autodesk.com/adsk/servlet/pc/index?siteID=123112&id=12606727
81
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Figure 1.1-25: Luminance image from AGI32 software with false color analysis.

1.1.3.2.1.5.

83

Noise Control and Acoustics

It is one of the major concerns of architects to provide a healthy living environment, and for
that, control and prevention of unwanted noise is a principal issue. Building acoustics is the
design and assessment of sound insulation in buildings and building elements. Specialized
software have been developed to evaluate the performance of spaces that require special
acoustic attention on many scales. On an urban-city scale, noise mapping, management and
impact assessment software have been introduced such as Lima,84 which is considered one of
the most powerful noise calculation systems available in the market (Figure 1.1-26).

83
84

AGI32 Brief Datasheet. (2010). Retrieved on March,13,2010: http://www.agi32.com/Docs/PDFs/AGi32_brief_datasheet.pdf
http://www.bksv.com/Products/EnvironmentalNoiseManagement/NoiseManagementSolutions/NoisePredictionSoftware/7812Lima.aspx
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However, on an urban-macro scale for the same task simulation software named Predictor

85

is well known and less complex.

86

Figure 1.1-26: Noise analysis of the Albert Docks, Liverpool using Lima software.

An example is presented in Figure 1.1-27 for prediction and optimization of room acoustics.
To calculate the effect of building changes on room acoustic properties and reverberation
times, software Odeon87 is considered the most accurate acoustics performance simulation.

88

Figure 1.1-27: “Greater London Assembly” by Foster and Partners Analysis of acoustic particles.

85

http://www.bksv.com/Products/EnvironmentalNoiseManagement/NoiseManagementSolutions/NoisePredictionSoftware/7810Predictor.as
px
86
Lima noise-mapping software gallery. (2010). Retrieved on March,7,2010: http://www.hepworth-acoustics.co.uk/lima/index.htmm
87
http://www.odeon.dk/
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Active Systems

An active architectural design operates based on integration with mechanical systems. Such
systems may help in generating energy or consume energy based on human comfort needs.
These systems consist of three major components: solar, wind and mechanical systems.
1.1.3.2.2.1.

Solar

Based on the Solar Analysis mentioned earlier in Passive Systems, A designer is able to
calculate the amount of solar radiation falling on any object, along with shading and
reflection percentages. If this information is combined with the total annual radiation, it can
help determine the best location and orientation for solar panels (Figure 1.1-28). Such
software that is used to aid in photovoltaic system design by providing accurate and in-depth
information on likely system power output and load consumption, necessary backup power
during the operation of the system, and the financial impacts of installing proposed systems.
Examples of software is PV-DesignPro 89 and RETScreen 90.

Figure 1.1-28: Photovoltaic array sizing and load matching in Ecotect Analysis.

88

Mahadiv, R., 2005. Sustainable design: an American perspective. In: Kolarevic, B. and Malkawi, A., eds. Performative Architecture:
Beyond Instrumentality. New York: Spon Press.
89
http://www.mauisolarsoftware.com/
90
http://www.retscreen.net/
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1.1.3.2.2.2.

Wind

This area has not been introduced to designer-friendly available software, as it is very
specific to users who want to target ideal locations to install wind turbines. This is done
through providing the science and technology to perform pinpoint wind-energy studies,
which is not a commercially popular subject. However, future integration of buildings with
wind turbines to utilize such a renewable energy is inevitable, yet not at present time.
Therefore software available for this kind of analysis is rare, and an example of it is
Anemoscope (Figure 1.1-29)91.

Figure 1.1-29: User interface of Anemoscope software for wind energy simulation.

1.1.3.2.2.3.

Mechanical

Any building that offers services uses machines. Mechanical systems include an array of
such machines as in elevators, plumbing, appliances, heating and cooling (HVAC), etc…,
and each of those has an energy performance that should be considered. Simulation of
thermal comfort requirements, its effect on heating or cooling loads and consequently electric
energy consumption is the energy issue that is being heavily addressed contemporarily. Proof

91

http://www.anemoscope.ca/Intro_en.html
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of that is the previously mentioned “LEED” green building certification program that requires
optimization of energy performance and the utilization of renewable energy and rewards it
with the highest weight for rating points.92 Whole building simulation programs such as
eQUEST and Energy Plus provide energy consumption broken down by fuel and end-use,
and heating / cooling loads which aid in design decisions such as massing and selection of
building materials that provide control to energy consumption.

1.1.3.3.

Structure

The topic of structural design should be addressed by a structural engineer. But with
advanced digital tools, an architect can go through in-depth analysis of his/her proposals so
that communication with the structural specialist is more refined. Simulation software that
analyzes structural systems have been investigated since the late 80’s, 93 and they continue to
grow to aid in the design process of structures that are innovative and challenging.

94

Such

software allows simple and effective analysis to better understand linear and true nonlinear
behavior of any structure. Some of such analyses are Advanced Finite Element and Automeshing, P-delta analysis, tension/compression for members and supports, cables, and plastic
hinges. Results can then be reviewed as visualizations and raw data in varying outputs that
include tables, diagrams on bars, cuts through shells, illustrated color maps and stresses for
the entire structure in a beam or column (Figure 1.1-30).

92

U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC). (2009). LEED Reference Guide for Green Building Design and Construction. Washington DC:
USGBC.
93
Fleming, J. (1989). Computer Analysis of Structural Systems. New York: McGraw-Hill.
94
Maymon, G. (2008). Structural Dynamics and Probabilistic Analysis for Engineers. Amsterdam; Boston: Elsevier ButterworthHeinemann.
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95

Figure 1.1-30: Output of structural analysis from Autodesk’s Robot Structural Analysis.

The D-Tower in Doetinchem, the Netherlands (1998-2003) by Lars Spuybroek of NOX is a
hybrid digital and material construct. Regardless of the concept behind its design, which is
based on expressing the emotions of the city, has been thoroughly analyzed due to the unique
structural performance in its design approach (Figure 1.1-31).96

Figure 1.1-31: Structural analysis of stresses in D-Tower.

95

Autodesk Robot Structure Analysis Professional Features. (2010). Retrieved March 9, 2010:
http://usa.autodesk.com/adsk/servlet/pc/index?siteID=123112&id=8479263
96
Kolarevic, B. (2005) Computing the performative. In: Kolarevic, B. and Malkawi, A., eds. Performative Architecture: Beyond
Instrumentality. New York: Spon Press.
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Summary and Conclusion: Possibilities within Digiscape Architecture

This chapter explored and compared different architectural design computation theories and
applications. Various approaches were categorized according to their processes. This
demonstration presented a scheme named the Digiscape (Figure 1.1-32); theoretically aiding
the architect in conceiving the suitable digital drafting, design and evaluation methodology.
The scheme complies with the nature of architectural design projects and the goals required
to be met.

Figure 1.1-32: Categories within Digiscape Architecture.
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The conclusion of this chapter is that the bridging of different processes of CAAD is the next
step in Digiscape Architecture, where evolution of form generation is based on performative
strategies as emphasis shifts from the “generation of form” to the “finding of form”. This
evolution can be described as generation of form while having instantaneous feedback on its
performance from different perspectives. This process of change would be animated from the
given condition to the optimal condition, leaving the human designer the space to find one of
the in-between options that is interesting and worth further development, even though it may
not be the optimal solution.97
This chapter also showed that much research is needed in that process of bridging between
different approaches within CAAD. In this research, the study will focus on Form Generation
through A.I. using GAs, and Daylighting will be used as a Passive Energy Performance
criterion. Next chapter will elaborate on GAs extensively.

97

Kolarevic, B. (2005) Computing the performative. In: Kolarevic, B. and Malkawi, A., eds. Performative Architecture: Beyond
Instrumentality. New York: Spon Press.
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The chapter reviews how Genetic Algorithms were introduced and utilized in research,
followed by a descriptive review of significant publications in the past decade concerned with
GAs in architectural form finding. General applications of GAs are then presented to be
concluded with a nationwide literature review of computational approaches to design.
1.2.1

A History of Genetic Algorithms

Development of Genetic Algorithms (GAs) as an optimization tool box mostly took place
during the 1970’s. Even though some influencing work have already been done on
evolutionary computation in the 1950’s by Box98, Friedberg99 and Bremermann100, the field
remained relatively unknown to the broader scientific community for almost three decades.
This was mainly due to the lack of powerful computer platforms at that time. The
introduction of the words “Genetic Algorithm” is contributed to Bagley in 1967,101 but the
first key works on GAs were originally by Holland
103

102

and subsequently studied by De Jong

in 1975. In the 1980’s, significant advances were contributed to GAs by Goldberg,104 who

continued his research till earlier this century amongst a number of other researchers such as
Davis105. A complete history of GA’s amongst a number of evolutionary optimization
techniques was given by Bäck et al.106

98

Box G. E. P., (1957). “Evolutionary operation: A method for increasing industrial productivity,” Applied Statistics, vol. VI, no. 2, pp. 81–
101.
99
Friedberg, R. M., (1958). “A learning machine: Part I,” IBM J., vol. 2, no. 1, pp. 2–13, Jan. and
Friedberg, R. M. , Dunham B., and North J. H., (1959). “A learning machine: Part II,” IBM J., vol. 3, no. 7, pp. 282–287.
100
Bremermann, H. J., 1962. “Optimization through evolution and recombination,” in Self-Organizing Systems, M. C. Yovits et al., Eds.
Washington, DC: Spartan.
101
Bagley, J.D., (1967) The behavior of adaptive systems which employ genetic and correlation algorithms, Ph.D. thesis, University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor.
102
Holland, J.H., (1975). Adaptation in Natural and Artificial Systems, University of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor.
103

De Jong, K.A., (1975). An analysis of the behavior of a class of genetic adaptive systems, Dissertation Abstracts International, vol. 36,
no. 10, 5140B (University Microfilms No. 76-9381).
104
Goldberg, D. E., (1985). “Genetic algorithms and rule learning in dynamic system control,” in Proc. 1st Int. Conf. on Genetic
Algorithms and Their Applications. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum, pp. 8–15.
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GAs in Architectural Form Finding

Significant research that utilized GAs in architectural form finding includes an introduction
of a new method by Yi and Malkawi107 to control building form by hierarchical geometry
relationships. This process explored building form without being restricted to a simple box,
using a GA and EnergyPlus simulation engine to optimize building form based on heat flow,
heat gain, heat loss and volume (Figure I.2-2, Figure 1.2-2).

Figure 1.2-1: Different heat flow between different building forms.

Figure 1.2-2: Comparison of the initial and optimized building form without surrounding
(Philadelphia, PA, USA).

107

Yi, Y., Malkawi A. (2009). Optimizing building form for energy performance based on hierarchical geometry relation. Automation in
Construction 18: 825-833.
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Another research by Tsangrassoulis et al108 also utilized GAs and Radiance lighting
simulation program to present a technique for the design of slat-type blinds based on their
relative light intensity distribution. Each slat-type blind was separated into four equal
segments as presented in Figure 1.2-3 and these four segments were the form parameters.

Figure 1.2-3: Design alternatives as produced by the genetic algorithm

108

Tsangrassoulis, A., Bourdakis, V., Geros, V., Santamouris, M. (2006) A genetic algorithm solution to the design of slat-type shading
system. Renewable Energy 31: 2321-2328.
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GAs were also used by Malkawi et al 109 with Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) program
Fluent, presenting geometry evolution that allows architects to experience the morphing of a
design based on a set of performance targets. The GAs allow the designer to explore the
design space and review the tradeoff associated with different design solutions in a
systematic and rigorous manner (Figure 1.2-4).

Figure 1.2-4: Morph-process Graphical User Interface..

109

Malkawi, A., Srinivasan, R., Yi Y, Choudhary, R. (2005) Decision support and design evolution: integrating genetic algorithms, CFD
and visualization. Automation in Construction 14: 33-44.
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Moreover, GAs have been used by Caldas and Norford110 to control energy simulation
program DOE-2 to manipulate window size and placement, as a means of minimizing energy
consumption. The problem presented in this work was the optimal sizing of windows in a
building to optimize its lighting, heating and cooling performance (Figure 1.2-5).

Figure 1.2-5: Generations 1–80 for Phoenix climate, different configurations of windows.

110

58

Caldas, L., Norford, L., (2002). A design optimization tool based on a genetic algorithm. Automation in Construction 11: 173-183.
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General Applications Using GAs

GAs have been applied to numerous applications in the field of building and construction
engineering. Reviewed literature of such applications was categorized into three divisions:
Energy Models, Civil and Construction Engineering and Cost / Budget optimization.
1.2.3.1.

Energy Models

The work of Lauret et al 111 presents the coupling of a building thermal simulation code with
GAs. It showed that this coupling allowed the location of defective sub models of a building
thermal model, which are parts of a model that are responsible for conflict between real-life
measurements and model predictions). Komamura and Ookaa112 presented a new design
optimization method for building energy systems. This method provided the most efficient
energy system, best combination of equipment capacity and best operational planning for
cooling, heating, and power simultaneously, with respect to certain criteria such as energy
consumption, CO2 emission, etc. This was done through a GA that was adopted to resolve
nonlinear optimization problems.
Also, a study by Ozturk et al113 developed residential exergy input/output estimation
equations in order to better analyze exergy values and predict future projections using GAs.
Building dynamic models were the main concern of recent publications by Wang and Xu,114
as building internal mass was represented by a thermal network of lumped thermal mass and
the parameters were identified using operation data. GA estimators were developed to

111

Lauret, P., Boyer, H., Riviere, C. and Bastide, A., (2005). A genetic algorithm applied to the validation of building thermal models.
Energy and Buildings, 37: 858–866.
112
Komamura, K. and Ooka, R., (2009). Optimal design method for building energy systems using genetic algorithms. Building and
Environment 44: 1538–1544.
113
Ozturk, H.K., Canyurt, O.E., Hepbasli, A. and Utlu, Z., (2004). Three different genetic algorithm approaches to the estimation of
residential exergy input/output values. Building and Environment 39: 807 – 816.
114
Wang, S. and Xu, X., (2006 a). Simplified building model for transient thermal performance estimation using GA-based parameter
identification. International Journal of Thermal Sciences 45: 419–432. and Wang, S. and Xu, X., (2006 b). Parameter estimation of internal
thermal mass of building dynamic models using genetic algorithm. Energy Conversion and Management 47: 1927–1941.
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identify these parameters. Lastly, a detailed review of the utilization of genetic algorithms in
heat transfer problems was presented by Gosselin et al.115
1.2.3.2.

Civil Work and Construction Engineering

Research in this area is abundant. Noteworthy publications were classified into optimization
of structural design, control and construction site layout.
1.2.3.2.1.

Structural Design

A hybrid algorithm was introduced by Sahab et al.116 It modified a basic GA and examined
the design optimization of reinforced concrete flat slab buildings. The objective function was
the total cost of the structure including the cost of concrete, formwork, reinforcement and
foundation excavation. Similarly, an elitist GA was developed by Prendes Gero et al117and
compared with common commercial solutions for complex structural optimization. After its
prior validation on two-dimensional (2D) structures, the GA was adjusted in order to obtain
structural elements with minimum weights; satisfying the ultimate limit states of the
applicable building code. Consequently, the same spatial structures were optimized using a
commercial structural analysis program. Finally, the cost and weight improvements obtained
using the GA, although at a higher computational cost, were discussed. Moreover, a study by
Nimtawat and Nanakorn118 proposed a new GA to perform automated layout design of beamslab floors. First, a new coding scheme for beam-slab layouts was developed. After that, the
beam-slab layout design problem was written as an optimization problem by establishing

115

Gosselin, L., Tye-Gingras, M., Mathieu-Potvin, F., (2009). Review of utilization of genetic algorithms in heat transfer problems.
International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer 52: 2169–2188.
116
Sahab, M. G., Ashour, A. F. and Toropov, V.V., (2005 a). A hybrid genetic algorithm for reinforced concrete flat slab buildings.
Computers and Structures 83: 551–559.
117
Prendes Gero MB., Bello Garc´ıa A. and del Coz D´ıaz JJ. (2006) Design optimization of 3D steel structures: Genetic algorithms vs.
classical Techniques. Journal of Constructional Steel Research 62: 1303–1309.
118
Nimtawat, A. and Nanakorn, P., (2009). Automated layout design of beam-slab floors using a genetic algorithm. Computer and
Structures. 87: 1308-1330.
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proper objective and constraint functions. An example of such optimization is presented in
Figure 1.2-6.

Figure 1.2-6: A typical evolution of solutions for a 0.5-m grid.

1.2.3.2.2.

Control

An effective method for determining the optimal position of actuators in tall buildings using a
GA was introduced by Liu et al119 through the formulation of a discrete and non-linear
optimization problem. The simulation study was carried out for a 16-story building under 18
different earthquake excitations. The effects of different earthquake excitations on the

119

Liu, D.K., Yang, Y.L. and Li, Q.S., (2003). Optimum positioning of actuators in tall buildings using genetic algorithms. Computers and
Structures 81: 2823–2827.
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optimal placement of actuators and on the proposed optimization algorithm were then
examined. Another study by Pourzeynali et al120 emphasized on the combined application of
genetic algorithms and fuzzy logic to design and optimize different parameters of the active
tuned mass damper control scheme for getting the best results in the reduction of the building
response under earthquake excitations. A new approach for an integrated optimum design of
a structural control system was described by Park and Koh.121 The process considered the
structure and active control system as an integrated system, where the structural sizing
variables, locations of controllers and the feedback control gain were treated as design
variables. The size of structural members, the required control efforts and dynamic responses
of structures were considered as objective functions to be optimized.
1.2.3.2.3.

Construction Site Layout

A GA was proposed by Mawdesley and Al-Jibouri122 to solve positioning of temporary
facilities on a construction site problem, in which m facilities are to be positioned to n
available sites such that the total cost of construction and interactive cost due to facility
layout constraints were minimized. A genetic formulation of the problem was presented.
Genetic crossover and mutation operators were developed for the problem and their
performance evaluated and compared on an example project. The results obtained suggested
that the different operators perform very differently but that one operator could be relied on
to find the optimum.

120

Pourzeynali, S., Lavasani, H.H. and Modarayi, A.H., (2007). Active control of high rise building structures using fuzzy logic and genetic
Algorithms. Engineering Structures 29: 346–357.
121
Park, K.-S., Koh, H.-M., (2004). Preference-based optimum design of an integrated structural control system using genetic algorithms.
Advances in Engineering Software 35: 85–94.
122
Mawdesley M.J. and Al-Jibouri S.H., (2003). Proposed genetic algorithms for construction site layout. Engineering Applications of
Artificial Intelligence 16: 501–509.
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Cost and Budget

A study by Perng et al123 discussed problems concerning restoration budget allocation for
historical buildings of the Tainan local government. A new contracting method based on GA
was presented to support decision makers in determining the optimal budget allocation and
relevant contracting methods. In another study, cost optimization of reinforced concrete flat
slab buildings according to the British Code of Practice (BS8110) was presented by Sahab, et
al.124 The objective function was the total cost of the building, including the cost of floors,
columns and foundations. The cost of each structural element covered material and labor for
reinforcements, concrete and formwork. The structure was modeled and analyzed using the
equivalent frame method. The optimization process was handled on three different levels. A
GA was utilized on the second level. Cost optimization for three reinforced concrete flat slab
buildings was illustrated and the results of the optimum and conventional design procedures
were compared (Figure 1.2-7).

Figure 1.2-7: Comparisons of cost components obtained from conventional and optimum designs.

123

Perng, Y.-H., Juan, Y. –K. and Hsu, H. –S., (2007). Genetic algorithm-based decision support for the restoration budget allocation of
historical buildings. Building and Environment 42: 770–778
124
Sahab, M.G., Ashour, A.F., Toropov, V.V., (2005 b). Cost optimization of reinforced concrete flat slab buildings. Engineering
Structures 27: 313–322.
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1.2.4

Nationwide Literature Review in Design Computing:

A literature review was conducted for research efforts all around Egypt. They were
categorized into research dealing with performance optimization of form, design computing
and digital architectural design theories
1.2.4.3.1.

Performance Optimization of Form

Zaghloul125 tackled dynamic environmental forces that can generate architectural form based
on performance. The thesis focused on light and wind to generate skin forms digitally,
coupled with analysis of sun-path diagrams and air flow. A case study was presented to
clarify how to generate a performative form, namely: The Bourse Office Building.
A subsystem was developed by Nassar,126 to be used as a design tool to resolve conflicts
between various criteria of architectural performance. The study described a model for
helping designers in the choice of form and construction of a building at the schematic stage
of design. Four modules are applied to optimize performance through design: daylighting,
thermal, ventilation and cost. Al Zafarany127 proposed climatic design software localized for
Egyptian conditions. As an example, the study presented a computer aided model for the
design of external building envelopes and its contextual interactivity. It also discussed the
design of shading devices based on solar radiation. The research is considered not only
comprehensive in building performance optimization, but also encompasses programming
essentials for such simulation.

125

Zaghloul, M. (2008), The impact of dynamic environmental forces on architectural form in digital design. Masters dissertation,
Department of Architecture, Faculty of Fine Arts, Alexandria University.
126
Nassar, K. (1995). A multicriterion optimization model for better building performance, Masters dissertation, Department of
Architecture, Faculty of Engineering, Cairo University.
127
El Zafarany, A.(2000). Climatic Design of Buildings. Doctoral dissertation, Department of Architecture, Faculty of Engineering, Cairo
University.
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A framework was presented by Fahmy128 for a computer program that will aid in achieving
environmental design; fulfilling sustainability requirements. The program assists designers to
link comfort requirements of heat, vision and auditory sciences. It mixed decision support
systems and expert systems for an optimal decision making process. Massoud 129 investigated
the use of digital tools to achieve green architecture design strategies. The research defined
the green approach to architectural design and discussed different strategies to achieve it, then
approached digital technology and its effect on improving such green design practice. A
simulation study using Ecotect software was presented for thermal performance.
1.2.4.3.2.

Design Computing

El Gewely’s130 research exemplifies an application on Algorithmic Architecture. Falling
Waters Toolbox 1.0 is a computational design demo tool for architects to aid in the house
schematic design phase according to an analytical study of Frank Lloyd Wright's basic design
rules and spatial program of his masterpiece: FallingWater House. These rules have been
transferred to algorithms and code thereafter. At a preceding stage, the Graphical User
Interface (GUI) was developed using MAXScript 9.0. Using the toolbox, infinite number of
house prototypes can be generated within few minutes. Concepts of algorithmic design were
also implemented by El Zanfaly131 to produce and create a user interface for Modular
Housing Arrangement System (MHAS). It is a generative design system based on stochastic
search to produce various alternatives for Modular housing arrangements. The designer then
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Fahmy, G. (2000). Using information technology in formulating the principles of green architecture. Doctoral dissertation, Department

of Architecture, Faculty of Engineering, Cairo University.
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Massoud, P.(2008), The effect of digital design tools on green architecture. Masters dissertation, Department of Architecture, Faculty of
Engineering, Ain Shams University.
130
El Gewely, M. (2009). Algorithm aided architectural design. Masters dissertation, Department of Architecture, Faculty of Engineering,
Alexandria University.
131
El Zanfaly, D. (2009). An algorithmic approach to digital architectural design. Masters dissertation, Department of Architecture, Faculty
of Engineering, Alexandria University.
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chooses from the best generated three dimensional models to edit and add details to achieve a
final design.
A method of architectural design based on the utilization of various computational techniques
was presented by El Daly.132 Algorithms were used to generate, transform and optimize the
form of an example museum based on function and economical value. Amongst many of its
recommendations, the research guides architects to evaluate produced digital designs through
fitness functions. Parametric design and modeling has also been discussed by Mostapha133
through concepts of mass customization that are only possible through digital technology.
The developed software places clients in the center of a participative process via a design
platform for non-experts.
Taha134 introduced a case based approach to CAAD. A system named “Moneo” acted as an
assistant system in the design process that meant to reduce the time architects spend to look
for similar cases to the problem they have at hand. Another subsystem was developed by ElShafie135 for the design of walkways in buildings. Computerized models that mathematically
and logically models dimensional design of walkways were implemented on two case studies
to aid architects in controlling flow quality and to experiment with circulation design. This
model evolved to comprise queuing area design problems, simulating the flow and rest of
people quantitatively and qualitatively.

136

The computerized methodology is able to aid

architects through calculation of queuing areas in order to accommodate incoming flow,
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El Daly, H. (2009), Revisiting algorithms in architectural design “towards new computational methods”. Doctoral dissertation,
Department of Architecture, Faculty of Engineering, Ain Shams University.
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Architecture, Faculty of Fine Arts, Alexandria University.
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dissertation. Department of Architecture, Faculty of Engineering, Alexandria University.
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predicting the level of service through quality and design spaces based on human comfort.
Moreover, Shape Grammars were utilized by Basess137 as an analytical and synthesis tool.
The design of a program for shape grammars that generates minarets in Islamic eras was
proposed.
1.2.4.3.3.

Digital Architectural Design Theories

Digital design has been discussed in theory by Ibrahim,138 as his thesis introduced ideologies
of the digital media in the process and presentation media. Moreover, the utilization of
computer the architectural design process was presented by Mostafa139 as a “shaping
paradigm” that combines personal abilities of the designers with computer technology.
An approach towards digital architecture named “Transformation” was introduced by El
Ghandour.140 It explained a digital phenomenon that changed architectural forms from
massive non-reactive volumes to corresponding members in their environment. The thesis
discussed a new “Digital Age” that exceeds the limit of theory to further dimensions.
A philosophical computer-aided approach for hospital design was presented by Zaki,141 based
on the creative intuitive thinking of the architect, and the automatic performance of the
computer system. The researcher later proposed a comprehensive knowledge-based
methodological design model (KBMDM) for hospitals.142
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Basess, H. (2000). Computer-aided architectural design using shape grammars as a generation tool. Doctoral dissertation, Department of
Architecture, Faculty of Engineering, Cairo University.
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of Engineering, Cairo University.
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This chapter presents the coding process of the GA used for ceiling form optimization. It is
initiated with a demonstration for the computation capabilities of the building performance
simulation software used, followed an explanation of the optimization methodology with
respect to curvilinear and mesh ceiling form, to be concluded with summary and expected
outcomes.
1.3.1

Building Performance Software and Computation of Daylighting

Specialized programs play an imperative role in daylighting simulation & analysis. They
enhance graphical representation capabilities and permit a much quicker and deeper
investigation of many daylighting issues, allowing the research process to be profoundly
integrated into the architectural design phases. This research employed Ecotect Analysis as
the front end form input tool and Radiance daylighting simulation software as the backend
daylighting calculation engine.
1.3.1.1.

Ecotect Analysis

Autodesk Ecotect Analysis green building software is a conceptual building performance
analysis program that provides a wide range of functions and simulations, so the user can
understand how environmental factors will impact building operation and performance in the
early design phase. Architects and designers work easily in three dimensions, applying all the
tools necessary for building performance analyses that enable energy efficient and sustainable
designs. Powerful web-based whole-building energy, water, and carbon analysis capabilities
converge with desktop tools to conduct detailed environmental simulations and visualize
results. It is a comprehensive sustainable analysis tool that can help architects and designers
evaluate multiple design alternatives earlier in the process. This functionality enables delivery
of more energy efficient buildings and sustainable architecture.
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Ecotect provides a wide range of analysis, which includes:
Shadows & Reflections, Shading Design, Lighting Design, Acoustic Analysis, Thermal
Analysis, Ventilation & Air Flow, Building Regulations, Management Visualization and
finally, Import/Export to many building performance tools such as Energy Plus.143
1.3.1.2.

Radiance

Radiance is a suite of programs for the analysis and visualization of lighting in design. Input
files specify the scene geometry, materials, luminaries, time, date and sky conditions (for
daylight calculations). Calculated values include spectral radiance (luminance + color),
irradiance (illuminance + color) and glare indices. Simulation results may be displayed as
color images, numerical values and contour plots.
The primary advantage of Radiance over simpler lighting calculation and rendering tools is
that there are no limitations on the geometry or the materials that may be simulated. Radiance
is used by architects and engineers to predict illumination, visual quality and appearance of
innovative design spaces, and by researchers to evaluate new lighting and daylighting
technologies.
Radiance is a powerful ray tracing program that enables accurate and physically valid
lighting and daylighting simulations. It is presently well established in the research
community and has already been used for many projects. Radiance has gained rising interest
from designers, consulting engineers and glazing products manufacturers, and it has been
which has been widely validated by different researchers.144
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Autodesk Ecotect Analysis. (2010). Retrieved April 11, 2010:
http://usa.autodesk.com/adsk/servlet/pc/index?id=12602821&siteID=123112
144
Ward, G. and Shakespeare, R. (1998) Rendering with radiance. The art and science of lighting visualization. San Francisco, CA:
Morgan Kaufmann.
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Optimization Methodology

The technique used in this research for ceiling form optimization was the Genetic Algorithm
(GA) which was explained extensively in Chapter Two: Genetic Algorithms in Digiscape
Form Finding. It is a process that simulates the behavior and adaptation of a number of
competing solutions through control nodes, mimicking natural biological evolution through
operations of population, crossover, and mutation. A GA is initiated with randomly chosen
control nodes (genes), forming parent solutions of the ceiling (chromosomes) from search
parameters to create an initial population. The population then evolves towards the better
chromosomes by applying a fitness function that evaluates the performance of each
chromosome, to be later selected according to its performance fitness as parents to generate a
new population. Generations are created, tested and selected through repetitive mating and
alteration. This is built on the natural principal “survival of the fittest”.
An initial population of several chromosomes, composed of a number of genes is randomly
generated. When each chromosome is generated, it is tested by a performance fitness
function. The function used to evaluate ceiling chromosomes is daylight uniformity ratio,
expressed as:
F x

Emax/Emin

(Equation 1.3-1)

Where F(x) is the uniformity fitness value, Emax and Emin are the maximum and minimum
illuminance values of the analysis grid.
Reproduction is then executed through random selection of parent ceiling chromosomes for
breeding according to their fitness. This means that chromosomes with a higher fitness
performance have a higher chance to be part of the next population. Since uniformity ratio by nature- represents higher fitness through minimal values, an inverse of the fitness function
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was used to create a roulette wheel for random selection of the chromosomes that would be
used to create the new population:
F x

1/F x

(Equation 1.3-2)

Where F’(x) is the inverse of uniformity.
Random roulette selection is then applied, and two chromosomes are chosen for either
operation of cross-over or mutation (Figure 1.3-1), populating new generations to be tested
and reselected as a process of evolutionary search-and-find. After the evolution of the initial
population through many generations, the ceiling chromosomes within the final populations
will generally be much better than the chromosomes within the initial population on average.
Also, the near optimal chromosomes will be found within the generations populated.

Figure 1.3-1: Evolution through parent selection, crossover and mutation
This research utilized Radiance simulation software for analysis of daylighting performance
as the backend daylighting calculation engine, and Ecotect as the front end form input and
visualization tool. The computer implementation was coded in LUA, a versatile scripting
language.
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1.3.3

Ceiling Geometry and Coding Daylighting Optimization

Lighting, in general, and daylighting design specifically, is a strategy that can be an
amalgamation of the visual and the performative. Utilization of natural light in internal spaces
creates large energy savings and provides a productive atmosphere for users. This sensitive
aspect in environmentally aware architectural design depends on many interfacing factors. In
this research, ceiling geometry is investigated as an element that can provide control to
natural light, achieved through reflection and diffusion of the external reflected component of
daylight. Two previous studies showed the importance of ceiling geometry in daylighting,
they dealt with optimizing the performance of lightshelves145 and louvers146.
1.3.3.1.

Curvilinear Ceiling Form

The generic curvilinear ceiling form chosen is a sweeped B-spline (Figure 1.3-2), as a
parametric section for an extruded surface of (m) control points. The curve equation is traced
by the function:
∑

;

0,1 .

(Equation 1.3-3)

Where Pi is the set of control points, and fi(t) are piecewise polynomial basis functions . A set
of control points would be:
,

,

,

(Equation 1.3-4)

Where Wi is the weight pulling the curve towards control point Pi as it increases, or moving
the curve away as it decreases.

145

Freewan, A.A., Shawo, L. and Riffat, S., (2008). Optimizing performance of the lightshelf by modifying ceiling geometry in highly
luminous climates. Solar Energy, 82, 343-353.
146
Freewan, A.A., Shawo, L. and Riffat, S., (2009). Interactions between louvers and ceiling geometry for maximum daylighting
performance. Renewable Energy, 34, 223-232.
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Figure 1.3-2: Example cubic B-spline ceiling with four control points (P0, P1, P2 and P3).
Where (V1min < z1, z2 < V1max), (V2min < z0, z3 < V2max), (H1min < y1 < H1max) and (H2min < y2 <
H2max).

An initial population of (n) chromosomes, composed of (m) genes is randomly generated in a
matrix:
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(Equation 1.3-5)

Z

Where rows of the matrix are chromosomes and columns denote a Cartesian position value
for each gene of the ceiling, as previously represented in Figure 1.3-2.
1.3.3.2.

Mesh Ceiling Form

A triangulated polygonal mesh (Figure I.3-3) is the generic mesh ceiling form chosen. The
quad mesh – which is the basic unit of the ceiling – is formed out of four nodes (PUR, PUL,
PLL and PLR).

is the distance between two consecutive nodes in its strip and Sy is the

distance between two nodes in their segment. Each node is given a position index: n is the
position index of the quad in its strip and its distance is denoted by
position index of the quad in its segment and its distance is

, and m the

.

Quads are triangulated to avoid forming hyperbolic parabolid surfaces that would require a
great number of control nodes. The mesh nodes are all connected, meaning that any change in
one of the nodes will propagate changes to all the triangular surfaces connected to it.
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The position of any quad’s four nodes in a mesh with i number of segments and j number of
strips can be generated through different functions, the formula for PUR is given by:
,

1

(Equation 1.3-6)

Similarly, the formulae for PUL, PLL and PLR for a generic quad i,j are:
,

2

,

mi

i

C

,

mi

i

C

PLL
PLR

(Equation 1.3-7)
1

(Equation 1.3-8)

(Equation 1.3-9)

Where n≤i. and m≤j. C is constant expressed as:
(Equation 1.3-10)

Figure 1.3-3: Geometry details of the triangulated polygon mesh ceiling.
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An initial population of c chromosomes is generated in the matrix:
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(Equation 1.3-11)

Where rows of the matrix are chromosomes and columns denote a height Cartesian position
value for each gene of the ceiling. The positions of each mesh node are fixed in its horizontal
plane (x, y). However, the variation is in the height of each node in the third dimension (z).
1.3.4

Summary: Optimization Method and Expected Outcomes

This chapter presented a procedure for ceiling design optimization, with focus on the domain
of daylighting in architectural design. A schematic of the combination of GA and ceiling
form finding is presented in Figure 1.3-4. The script code is documented in Appendix 1.

Figure 1.3-4: GA process combined with ceiling form finding.
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This part contains the following chapters, First: A case is presented as an example and its
architectural and environmental parameters are described, followed by results of optimization
and the behavior of ceiling form finding. Second: Daylighting analysis and near optimal
solutions are stated, analyzed, discussed and verified, to be concluded with potentials,
limitations and recommendations for future developments.
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This chapter describes the parameters of the chosen applications, including the properties of
desert environment setting and the architectural description of the example space.
Optimization runs behavior and results are stated to be followed by a concluding discussion.
2.1.1

Application Parameters – Daylighting in Desert Environments

An important characteristic of daylighting is variability. The amount and direction of natural
light made available at the window or roof of a building vary during a typical day as the sun
moves, and seasonally as the sun path and position in the sky changes. Depending on sky
conditions, additional variation takes place depending on the cloud covering the sky. Daylight
direction on cloudy days is still variable, though daylight is diffused than on a clear day. On
overcast days, daylight is uniform, though changing in brightness from sunrise to sunset
(Figure 2.1-1).147

Brightest Region in Sky Dome

Dimmest Region in Sky Dome
Sun

Overcast Sky Condition

-

Clear Sky Condition

Figure 2.1-1: Sky brightness distribution on overcast and clear days.
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Daylighting Design in Libraries. (2005). Retrieved April 23, 2010: http://www.librisdesign.org/docs/DaylightDesignLibs.pdf
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Egypt and its deserts are gifted with sunny and clear sky conditions, providing an excellent
setting for utilizing daylighting. Average illuminance in clear skies ranges between 60,000 to
100,000 lux, while under overcast skies it ranges between 2,000 to 5,000 lux.

148

This makes

the potential for harvesting natural light for comfort and energy efficiency relatively high, as
the sky condition is clear most of the year.
2.1.2

Space Design – Architectural Description

A small gallery was designed (Figure 2.1-2) as a case that is responsive to the distribution
and uniformity of daylighting levels, where the ceiling geometry can affect the daylighting
performance to significant extents. The room has only two solid walls that form a relatively
dark corner, and the rest of the enclosure is full glazing.
Simulation parameters were as follows:
•

Location: Cairo, Egypt (Latitude: 29.8, Longitude: 31.3).

•

Date and time: June 21st (summer), 12 Noon.

•

Sky condition: clear sky with sunshine.

•

External ground reflectance: 20% - medium colored stone.

•

Walls reflectance: 56% - off white color paint.

•

Ceiling reflectance: 85.7% - plasterboard.

•

Floor reflectance: 59.2% - grey colored concrete.

•

Glass visible light transmittance (VLT): 85%.

•

Analysis grid: 20 measuring point in a grid of 2.5m *2.5m at a height of 0.75m.

•

Four B-spline ceiling control nodes (P0, P1, P2 and P3) with limitations:
(2.0m < z1, z2 < 3.5m), (2.2m < z0, z3 < 3.3m), (0.1m < y1 < 5.4m) and (5.4m < y2 <
10.79m)

•

Sixteen mesh ceiling control nodes (P1 … P16) with limitations:
(2.2m < Z < 3.3m), Where i=3 and j=3.

148

Sabry, H. “Daylighting.” The American University in Cairo. Spring 09, AENG326 Environmental Control and Sustainability Design
Lecture.
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Figure 2.1-2: Assumed design parameters of the analyzed indoor space.

The design question addressed was: If an architect were to design the ceiling based on criteria
of daylight uniformity at the chosen reference plane height (0.75m), what would be the
optimum design geometry that provides such a requirement based on illuminance values?
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Optimization Behavior and Results

The GA previously described was applied in two cases for the same example space. Results
were tabulated (Appendix 2) and analyzed analytically, and the corresponding geometry was
then reproduced and analyzed visually. The demonstrated results are not intended to show the
“best” solution for the presented problem rather than demonstrate the search capabilities and
near optimum solutions that would be then explained. The effort and time spent to explore all
possibilities would result in a combinatorial explosion, and thus an exhaustive search would
be unfeasible. The problem is NP-complete, which means that a solution in polynomial time
is not possible; this problem lends itself perfectly to evolutionary search techniques, and in
this case using GAs. The GA evolved ceilings for the case through 50 iterations, controlled
by producing 50 populations / iteration (p/i) in a run and 100 p/i in another. The presented
results are divided into two categories, one exploring the optimization results in analytical
terms, and the other investigating the impact of geometry found on daylighting aspects.
2.1.3.1.

Analytical Results

The code explored a variety of uniformity ratios in all runs (Figure 2.1-3, Figure 2.1-4),
ranging from 4.43 to 9.66. Although the minimum uniformity ratio reached by the 50th
iteration was not the lowest, the average behavior of the chromosomes was found to be better
(Figure 2.1-5). In case of the B-spline, average uniformity started with 6.75 and reached 5.59
in the 50 p/i run, while in the 100 p/i run it was initiated with 7.18 and reached 5.58. The near
optimum uniformity ratio was found earlier in the 13th generation of the 50 p/i run and equals
5.19, and in the 21st generation of the 100 p/i run and equals 5.17. However, in case of the
mesh, average of uniformity ratios started with 7.04 and reached 4.99 in the 50 p/i run, while
in the 100 p/i run it was initiated with 7.11 and reached 4.68. The near optimum uniformity
ratio was found earlier in the 34th generation of the 50 p/i run and equals 4.64, and in the
39th generation of the 100 p/i run and equals 4.43 (Figure 2.1-6).
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Figure 2.1-3: Iteration against uniformity ratios, GA runs results for 50 p/i.
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Sweeped Cubic B-spline Run Results for 100
Population/Iteration
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Polygonal Mesh Run Results for 100 Population/Iteration
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Figure 2.1-4: Iteration against uniformity ratios, GA runs results for 100 p/i.
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Figure 2.1-5: Iteration against uniformity ratios, population averages.
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Figure 2.1-6: Iteration against uniformity ratios, minimum uniformity ratios.
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Ceiling Form and Daylighting Optimization

The search algorithm investigated a variety of curvilinear ceiling forms (Figure 2.1-7). It also
investigated various mesh ceiling forms. In order to present this exploration, as it has been
shown in Figure 2.1-2, selected chromosomes have been dissected through several crosssections (Figure 2.1-8, Figure 2.1-9). The diversity in found ceiling forms explained the
daylighting performance expected from the explored ceiling geometry in terms of
illuminance levels at reference plane and uniformity ratios. Such range of solutions provides
the architect not just with options for spatial parameters, but also its expected performative
behavior.

Figure 2.1-7: Selected chromosomes of sweeped B-spline ceiling form changes.
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Figure 2.1-8: Selected chromosomes of mesh ceiling form changes in the 50 p/i run.
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Figure 2.1-9: Selected chromosomes of mesh ceiling form changes in the 100 p/i run.
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Figuure 2.1-10: Coomparison between unfitt and optimizzed ceiling geometry, witth isolux anaalysis.
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achievinng uniform
mity throughh increase of overall available daylight.
d
That was esspecially
evident in case of the
t sweepedd B-spline ceiling
c
(Figu
ure 2.1-11).
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Figure 2.1-12: Com
mparison betw
ween optimuum sweeped B-spline
B
andd polygonal m
mesh ceilingss. Areas
o differencee are highligh
of
hted in greenn.

2.1.5

Summary:: Form Finding Proceess
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The chapter sums up the research and elaborately discusses it in terms of scope, limitations
and potentials. Further research ideas are presented and the possibilities for future
developments are proposed intricately.
2.2.1

Potentials, Limitations and Further Research

Unfortunately, the availability of commercial off-the-shelf accurate and powerful parametric
tools was limited during the earlier stages of design computing research and has thus
hindered possible effective use of computers in the design process. During the last decade,
such tools that can aid architects to programmatically optimize design ideas have become
available. Examples of such tools are scripting interfaces offered in visualization software
such as MAXscript, MEL, LUA and the like. These have aided in not just the exploration of
novel building forms, but also the ability to link modeling tools to building performance
simulation engines (such as EnergyPlus, Radiance, Fluent, etc…). This connection supports
the creative conception of previously unperceivable spaces that explore exceptional
performance. More importantly, such tools have opened the door for developing performance
based designed to a wider population of architects and designers.
This thesis discussed the potential of exploiting such tools to empower the design process. It
presented a generic procedure for finding curvilinear and triangulated polygon mesh ceiling
form algorithmically, by optimizing conceptual design based on daylight uniformity. A GA
was used as a process that simulates the performance of a number of solutions through
control nodes, as generations were created, tested and selected through repetitive mating and
mutation. This approach offers a robust and yet precise form finding method. Through this
procedure, the code demonstrated different novel directions for performativly fit geometry,
which leaves the architect with a variety of choices for design.
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The addressed problem was presented as an example of performative optimization using
GAs. However, other multi objective problems can be tackled with the same procedure, as
the objective of optimization can be changed into many building performance criteria
(including solar radiation, air flow, acoustics, etc…). Moreover, other optimization
procedures can be used like quasi newton, conjugate gradient etc… to attempt to solve the
same ceiling problem.
Additional study of ceiling geometry in regards to daylighting strategies is required; the
procedure presented a three dimensional approach that can be further developed using
NURBS or other forms of complex geometry to reach near optimal solutions for different
orientations, seasons and time of the day. Further research issues related to geometry could
also be directed towards the study of not just quantity of daylighting, but also quality and
issues related to glare and luminance distribution. In the next part of the chapter, one of the
potential further developments that can be implemented as an addition to the research done in
this thesis is presented, Interactive Design Computing.
2.2.2

Future Developments – Interactive Design Computing

The dream of a truly interactive architectural design environment has eluded researchers thus
far. Since the earlier days of the architecture machine,149 the goal of a computer that can learn
design or even more fascinatingly the way an architect designs and respond accordingly has
remained an important research goal, with numerous attempts throughout the years.150
To conclude work done in this thesis, the development of a futuristic model is proposed. In
this model, evolutionary techniques are used not only to optimize architectural designs based
on performance criteria, but also to integrate it with the human designers’ intent. The coding

149
150

Negroponte, N., (1973), The architecture machine: toward a more human environment. Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press.
Haque, U., (2006) Architecture, Interactions, Systems. AU : Arquitetura & Ur-banismo 149
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of evolutionary optimization techniques accounts for performance measures as well as the
user intended input. The proposed model is a cyclical interactive process that mimics the
traditional model of design.151 The process is twofold; Firstly, the analysis, synthesis and
evaluation stages of architectural design interface through human-computer interaction.
Secondly and in parallel, the computer learns designer’s choices and intentions through an
artificial neural network (ANN), which is a system based on the operation of biological
neural networks. In an ANN, a program learns when input is presented to the programmed
neural network and a corresponding goal or target set at the output. An error is created from
the difference between the required reaction and the unfit performance output. This error
information is fed back to the system and adjusts the system parameters in an efficient
learning manner. This process is repetitive until the performance is acceptable by the fitness
function or user input. This would make the computer able to intelligently make design
decisions based on both performance simulation and the designer’s selections.152
In the first stage, the human designer analyzes a design problem and proposes a solution,
where the computer would analyze the human solution, learn it and present a range of
solutions based on performance criteria weighed by degree of importance to the designer. The
fitness function

for such a process can be expressed as:
∑

1
Where

∑
and 0

(Equation 2.2-1)

1

is the relative weight of the design decision maker;

is that of the computer.

151

∆

is that of human designer and

is the relative weight according to the nature of the performance

Radford A, Gero J (1988) Design by optimization in architecture, building and construction. New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold
Company Inc.
152
Learning Artificial Neural Networks (2010). Retrieved May 2, 2010: http://www.learnartificialneuralnetworks.com/
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is the performance fitness value. ∆ is the difference between the geometry of

the design intent form and the optimized geometry based on the various performance criteria
Pd . This can be the sum of all positional difference between the nodes in the geometry of the
form specified by the designer and the one generated by the computer through optimization.
For example in a triangular or a polygonal mesh, ∆ would the difference between the x, y,
and z values of a node in the mesh and would be summed for all the nodes in the mesh.
Although this approach seems accurate, it may be computationally expensive, especially in an
interactive cyclic process and may furthermore be oversensitive to capture design intent.
Another method which was implemented in the research presented here, as was described
previously, is to use key control points for geometry such as control points of splines, Bezier
curves or control points of NURBS.
The second stage in the proposed model is the creation of an ANN based on a number of
design interface cycles between the computer and the human designer. As the sequential
design evolution process continues, the computer learns more about the preferences and
intents of the designer and can now use them as guidelines in the design process. The
produced architectural design is now not only optimized for multi criteria performance, but it
also responds to the creative nature of the human designer.
An example of such evolution can be presented in the design of a ceiling for an existing
space, where the aim is to provide abundant and uniform daylighting. The human designer
proposes a solution that fits the aesthetic and creative nature of his/her practice, while the
computer generates optimized designs that don’t necessarily match the designers taste and
style. Through the cyclic process, resulting compromises in form versus performance will
lead to a design that can satisfy both the designers’ approach and performance measures
(Figure 2.2-1, Figure 2.2-2).
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Figure 2.2-1: Example of produced ceiling design through the eco-evolutive cyclic process.

Figure 2.2-2: Example of change in ceiling according to performance and human designers’ intent.

In this thesis, the first phase of developing this model was presented. The ceiling was chosen
as the evolving design element to be optimized, based on daylighting measures as a building
performance criterion. However, the work presented can be taken to many different
directions, whether as an end product or as a procedure, which is discussed next in the
conclusion and recommendations.
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3. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
“Design is perhaps the highest endeavor to which mankind can aspire: the
making of explicit proposals to re-shape our environment to make it better
suited to men and women’s needs.” 153
This is how the act of architectural design has always been perceived: an elegant science of
creation. The integration of the computer media into the core of such phenomena has
expanded its already limitless extents in depth and precision. Advances in that direction
present a vision that was desired ever since the invention of the very first computer, as
machine now becomes more than a visualization tool; an unbiased tireless partner in design
with extraordinary ways of approaching problems. When the gaps are filled, computational
design will explore architecture to unpredicted and unperceived depths that can only reflect
our true digital shape of time.
This thesis explored various approaches in Computer Aided Architectural Design (CAAD),
and categorized them based on their processes in Part One, Chapter One. This formulated a
scheme named “Digiscape” that can theoretically aid an architect in choosing the suitable
digital design methodology, complying with the nature of the architectural design project.
This scheme presented in part what is called “Algotecture”, which is a marriage between the
science of algorithms and architecture, as part of the utilization of Artificial Intelligence
(A.I.) in architectural design. The evolutionary Genetic Algorithm (GA) approach in
Algotecture was chosen as the addressed computational design procedure. It was further
studied through a descriptive review of its history and recent developments in various
research fields in Part One, Chapter Two. An application was constructed in Part One,
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Radford A., Gero J., Rosenman M. and Balachandran M., (1985). Pareto optimi-zation as a computer-aided design tool. In: Gero J, eds.
Optimization in Com-puter-Aided Design: Proceedings of the IFIP WG 5.2 Working Conference on Optimization in Computer-Aided
Design, Lyon, France 24-26 October, 1983. Amsterdam, The Netherlands: Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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Chapter Three that acts as a generic optimization procedure for finding curvilinear and
triangulated polygon mesh ceiling form algorithmically. This was done by optimizing
conceptual design based on daylight uniformity. A GA was used as a process that simulates
the performance of a number of solutions through control nodes, as generations were created,
tested and selected through repetitive mating and mutation. The acquired results from an
example case that was presented in Part Two, Chapter Four showed great diversity, and then
the GA converged them to a number of near optimal solutions. Through this procedure, the
code demonstrated different novel directions for performativly fit geometry, which leaves the
architect with a variety of choices for design.
A model was proposed for future development in Part Two, Chapter Five. It was divided into
three phases: First: the coding of a computational process that evolves design through
performance criteria, where the computer will be able to evolve performative design elements
through evolutionary processes. An example of this was presented in Part One, Chapter
Three. Second: programming of a model that analyzes human design proposals and integrate
it to designs produced in the first phase. This would be done through fitness functions that
combine user methodologies in design and performative designs previously created. The
human designer will be able to proceed in the design process with the knowledge of how
generated designs affect building performance in numerous aspects, and will make choices to
further develop design based on how the computer responds to input. Third and finally:
compute the artificial neural network for the computer to learn designers’ intents. When the
design undergoes enough cycles, the computer would have enough confidence to explore
designs without the user’s input. At one point, the computer should be able to go through the
design process on its own (Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1: Proposed model for an interactive eco-evolutionary design process.

The thesis is completed by presenting the research conclusion and recommendations.
Conclusion
The thesis has showed that the research hypothesis is true, as the developed procedure which
utilized GAs offered a strong yet accurate process to generate and find fit ceiling geometry
appropriate to daylight uniformity. The goal which was fulfilled was to present a generic
CAAD procedure that aids conceptual design process, and all objectives have been met:
1. Contemporary CAAD methodologies were presented in the Digiscape scheme.
2. Computational optimization through GAs has been thoroughly reviewed.
3. A generic optimization procedure was designed and systematically illustrated.
4. The procedure was tested for validation through an example model.
This was done with focus on ceiling geometry in accordance with daylight uniformity, all
experiment conditions and limitations were described in detail.
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Recommendations
Recommendations are related to research and education in general according to topics of
study mentioned, and not the work presented, as they were discussed in Part Two, Chapter
Five. Recommendations were divided into three categories that offer guidance in design
computing, utilization of optimization algorithms and finally issues of Daylighting
performance.
Design Computing
This research intentionally surfaced the science behind the utilization of computers in design
first, and then presented an application for it. The Digiscape scheme presented in Part One,
Chapter One was designed to illustrate the exploration of such a fascinating and innovative
approach of design for future researchers and educators, to know how to address different
design issues digitally. It is recommended to utilize this effort through:
1. Updating the Digiscape scheme, rather than replicate the effort.
2. Researching associations for different aspects of CAAD in form generation and
performance (e.g. Use Particle Systems and Space Wrap in Key Framing as an Animate
Form Generator through Permutation, while having Human Behavior as an
Environmental Psychology Performance Evaluator).
3. Ensuring the proper instruction of computation as a design tool, along with teaching it as
a drafting and visualization tool.
Utilization of Optimization Algorithms
Genetic Algorithms have been exploited in research comprehensively as described in Part
One, Chapter Two. In case research in form optimization is pursued, it is recommended to
first review mathematical procedures that could be used to tackle the addressed research
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problem, and then, based on the nature of research issues, choose the suitable optimization
process. It is also recommended to integrate teaching performance optimization in design
studios in undergraduate education. This would insure that the notion of understanding spatial
performance is in the core of future architects, and is set as one of their primary goals.
Daylighting Performance
The chosen fitness performance criterion in this thesis was daylight uniformity in regards to
ceiling geometry. Daylight uniformity is one measure amongst a number of quantity based
performance criteria that were not the focus of this thesis, and this is due to knowledge
acquired by the researcher in his study of the science of daylighting. It is recommended that
before venturing into the study of such performance, or any other performance issues, that the
researcher has a background related to his / her field of investigation. It is also recommended
that the teaching of daylighting doesn’t stop at the explanation of its systems, but rather
integrate it into the process of design amongst other performance criteria.

Finally, the presented research and its analysis are components of an ongoing global
exploration; proving that the integration of computation in an environmentally aware
architectural design process is an abundant area of research. The scientific contribution of this
study is with the intention to be part of this exploration; revealing its possibilities and
demonstrating an application for it. The nourishment of this science through further in-depth
research is proposed, as it has potential to enrich spatial experiences with exceptional
performance.
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APPENDIX 1: SCRIPT DOCUMENTATION FOR CEILING OPTIMIZATION
The following text is a documentation of the LUA script used via Ecotect for ceiling
optimization. The Cubic B-spline ceiling script is fully documented. However, to avoid
redundancy, only the parts of the mesh ceiling script different from the B-spline ceiling script
are documented.
Cubic B-Spline Ceiling Optimization Script Documentation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
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--[[-------------------------------------------------------------------- This script presents a model for finding architectural
-- form algorithmically, by optimizing conceptual design
-- based on daylighting strategies. The problem is modeled
-- as an optimization genetic algorithm. Specifically, it
-- is generating ceiling form according to required criteria
-- of uniformity ratios and levels of daylighting.
--]]------------------------------------------------------------------- 1. SETTING UP THE MODELING SPACE
-------------------------------------------------------- Bring ECOTECT to the front
-- if it is not already.
cmd("app.activate")
-- Start with a clean slate.
cmd("model.new");
-- Load weather data file.
cmd("weather.load.all", "C:\\SimulationExperiment\\Weatherdata\\Cairo\\Cairo.wea")
-- Set model date.
set("model.date", 21, 6, 12.0)
-- Set model page on "3D Editor".
set("app.page", 1)
-- 2. BUILDING THE BASE CASE
------------------------------------------- Set up a coordinate array.

33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

nodes = 4;
nodeList = {
{ 0.0, 0.0, 0.0},
{ 8400.0, 0.0, 0.0},
{ 8400.0, 10800.0, 0.0},
{ 0.0, 10800.0, 0.0},
}

40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.

-- Attempt to create a new floor object.
-- The 'add' command returns the index number
-- of the newly created object. As the zone
-- parameter is given, ECOTECT will automatically
-- extrude the object and make it a new zone.
o = add("object floor zone", true);
-- Check for a valid object index.
if o > -1 then
-- Loop to add nodes to new object.
-- NOTE: ECOTECT index numbers are zero-based
-- whereas LUA arrays start at 1, hence n-1.
for n = 1,nodes do
add("node", o, n-1,
nodeList[n][1], nodeList[n][2], nodeList[n][3]
);
end
end
-- Make sure only the newly
-- created floor object is selected.
set("object.selected", 0);
-- Fit the current view to the grid.
cmd("view.fitgrid")
-- Extrude Zone to required height.
cmd("selection.extrude", 0.0, 0.0, 3300);
-- Complete the object.
-- ECOTECT needs to know when you have
-- finished adding nodes to an object so
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74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
116

-- that it can calculate its area, plane
-- equation and so on. It will automatically
-- do this if your start another object, but
-- in this case we aren't going to, so we
-- need to manually tell it we're done.
set("object.done");
-- Clear the current selection set.
cmd("select.none") ;
-- Select the ceiling, which is numbered
-- in this model “5” .
cmd("object.selected", 5);
-- Remove the selected ceiling.
cmd("selection.delete")
-- Clear the current selection set.
cmd("select.none");
-- Set Walls as Windows.
cmd("object.selected", 2);
set("selection.material", 61, false)
cmd("object.selected", 4);
set("selection.material", 61, false)
cmd("object.selected", 1);
set("selection.material", 61, false)
cmd("object.done")
-- Clear the current selection set.
cmd("select.none");
-- Add a wall to the model.
-- The procedure is similar to the drawing
-- of the zone in line 45.
wallnodes = 4;
wallnodeList = {
{ 0.0, 5400.0, 0.0},
{ 0.0, 5400.0, 4200.0},
{ 0.0, 16200.0, 4200.0},
{ 0.0, 16200.0, 0.0},
}
w = add("object", 4, 12, 0);

118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.

if w > -1 then
for n = 1,wallnodes do
add("node", w, n-1,
wallnodeList[n][1], wallnodeList[n][2], wallnodeList[n][3]
);
end
end
-- Fit the current view to the grid.
cmd("view.fitgrid")
-- 3. CREATING AN INITIAL POPULATION OF CHROMOSOMES
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Each chromosome is made up of a collection of genes
-- (the parameters to be optimized) and represents a
-- complete solution to the problem at hand. The gene
-- values are usually initialized to random values
-- within user-specified boundaries.
-- Create initial gene tables (arrays) for population of chromosomes.
-- Each gene is a co-ordinate parameter for control nodes of a spline,
z01= {};
y11= {};
z11= {};
y21= {};
z21= {};
z31= {};
-- Create tables (arrays) for the fitness functions
uniformity= {};
uniformityx = {};
totalchromofitness= 0;
-- Loop for population of 20 initial genes for the
-- chromosomes.
for n = 1,100 do
-- Generate random gene values
-- within the ceiling limitations.
z01[n]= random(2200,3300)
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162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.
173.
174.
175.
176.
177.
178.
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200.
201.
202.
203.
204.
205.
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y11[n]= random(1,5400)
z11[n]= random(2000,3500)
y21[n]= random(5400,10799)
z21[n]= random(2000,3500)
z31[n]= random(2200,3300)
end
-- Start a loop that determines the number of generations,
-- in this script, it is 50.
for f = 1,50 do
-- Start another loop that determines the number of chromosomes in a population,
-- in this script, it is 100.
for n = 1,100 do
-- Print ceiling co-ordinates to be used to simulate resultant ceilings.
print (z01[n],y11[n],z11[n],y21[n],z21[n],z31[n])
-- Create a ceiling object.
-- zoneIndex = add("object", elemType, objType, [selected], [link])
Ceiling = add("object", 13, 1, true)
-- Transform the ceiling line into a polyline
-- set("object.flag", object, flag, [state])
set("object.flag", Ceiling, 16, true)
-- Add nodes to the new ceiling, but to be nodes of a Spline.
-- index = add("node", object, index, x, y, z, [nodeType], [link])
index = add("node", Ceiling, 3, 0, 0, z01[n], 8)
index = add("node", Ceiling, 3, 0, y11[n], z11[n], 8)
index = add("node", Ceiling, 3, 0, y21[n], z21[n], 8)
index = add("node", Ceiling, 3, 0, 10800, z31[n], 8)
-- Render the Polyline into a Spline.
cmd("app.menu", "modify.render.poly")
-- Pause to see result (in millisecond).
pause(500)
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-- Extrude the Spline into a full ceiling.
cmd("selection.extrude", 8400, 0, 0)
cmd("object.done")
-- Select the Polyline that is not rendered and delete it
-- to clear the model of any unwanted geometry.
cmd("object.selected", 6);
cmd("selection.delete")
cmd("object.selected", 6);
cmd("selection.delete")
-- Select the floor object.
cmd("object.selected", 0);
-- Fit the grid to the selected floor and set up its parameters.
set("grid.size", 4, 5, 16);
cmd("grid.fit.selection", true);
set("grid.min", 500, 500, 750)
set("grid.max", 7900, 10300, 750)
set("grid.offset", 750);
cmd("select.none");
-- Fit the current view to the grid.
cmd("view.fit")
-- Setup Radiance Analysis Parameters.
set("radiance.action", 3);
set("radiance.detail", 2);
set("radiance.quality", 1);
set("radiance.imagetype", 1);
set("radiance.sky", 1);
set("radiance.variability", 1);
set("radiance.viewtype", 0)
set("radiance.pointdata", 0);
-- Add a camera for Radiance analysis, and specify its location.
interiorcamera = add("object", 15, 1, true);
index = add("node", interiorcamera, 3, 1000, 1000, 1700, 8);
index = add("node", interiorcamera, 3, 4200, 5400, 1700, 8);
-- Start Radiance rendering.
cmd("radiance.render", "C:\\radiancetest\\test.rad")
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-- Load Radiance grid.
cmd("radiance.load.grid", "C:\\radiancetest\\test.dat")
pause(500)
-- Select and delete the ceiling.
-- Since its made out of segments, all the ceiling objects should
-- be selected and deleted.
cmd("object.selected",6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,2
5);
pause(500)
cmd("selection.delete")
cmd("app.key", 46)
pause(500)
-- Get grid data.
x,y = get("grid.size")
-- Create maximum and minimum illuminance values to be determined
-- from analysis results..
maximum = 0
minimum = 100000
-- Cycle grid rows.
for j = 0, y-1 do
-- Start with empty string.
line = ""
-- Cycle columns.
for i = 0, x-1 do
-- Get value in index 0 at column i and row j.
value = get("grid.cell", i, j, 0)
-- Append value to string.
line = line .. format("%0.4f, ", value);
if value > maximum then maximum = value end
if value < minimum then minimum = value end
end
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-- Print string.
print(line)
end
-- 4. EVALUATE CHROMOSOMES IN THE INITIAL POPULATION
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-- A chromosome is evaluated by a fitness function to determine the
-- quality of the solution. This fitness function is problem-specific
-- and defines the genetic algorithm’s objective for the current
-- problem.
-- In this case, the problem is finding the suitable ceiling for the
-- fittest daylight uniformity ratios.
print(maximum)
print(minimum)
uniformity[n] = maximum/minimum
uniformityx[n] = 1 / uniformity[n]
print(uniformity[n])
--Add uniformity value to the total chromosome fitness function.
totalchromofitness = totalchromofitness + uniformityx[n]
end
-- Loop to find the minimum uniformity ratio within the population.
minimal = 20
for n=1,100 do
if uniformity[n] < minimal then minimal = uniformity[n] end
end
print ("The lowest uniformity ratio is:")
print (minimal)
-- 5. SELECT CHROMOSOMES THAT WILL PASS TO NEXT GENERATION
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- The most common selection operator is "roulette selection". This selection operator
-- is based upon the evolutionary principle know as "survival of the fittest", whereby
-- a chromosome’s probability of getting selected is proportional to its fitness. Thus,
-- the good solutions are more likely to survive.
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-- create new tables for percentages
chromofitnesspercentage= {};
collectfitnesstable = {};
collectfitness = 0;
-- loop to create the roullete
for n=1,100 do
chromofitnesspercentage[n] = (uniformityx[n]/totalchromofitness) *
100
collectfitness = collectfitness + chromofitnesspercentage[n]
collectfitnesstable[n] = collectfitness
end
-- Create new tables for index numbers to locate the random chromosomes
indexno = 0
indextable = {}
-- Copy initial gene tables into new tables for creation
-- of a new population of chromosomes.
z02c1= {};
y12c1= {};
z12c1= {};
y22c1= {};
z22c1= {};
z32c1= {};
z02c2= {};
y12c2= {};
z12c2= {};
y22c2= {};
z22c2= {};
z32c2= {};
z01main = {};
y11main = {};
z11main = {};
y21main = {};
z21main = {};
z31main = {};
for n=1,100 do
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z01main[n] = z01[n]
y11main[n] = y11[n]
z11main[n] = z11[n]
y21main[n] = y21[n]
z21main[n] = z21[n]
z31main[n] = z31[n]
End

-- Loop to populate 20 new chromosomes.
p=1
while p<=100 do
-- Copy values into two new sets for crossover and mutation.
for n=1,100 do
z02c1[n] = z01main[n]
y12c1[n] = y11main[n]
z12c1[n] = z11main[n]
y22c1[n] = y21main[n]
z22c1[n] = z21main[n]
z32c1[n] = z31main[n]
z02c2[n] = z01main[n]
y12c2[n] = y11main[n]
z12c2[n] = z11main[n]
y22c2[n] = y21main[n]
z22c2[n] = z21main[n]
z32c2[n] = z31main[n]
end
-- Loop to find the two chromosomes that will crossover
repeat
for k= 1,2 do
-- Generate a random number to locate the chromosome for
-- population
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randomno = random(1,100)
-- the random number acts as an index finder in the roulette
-- previously created
for n= 2,100 do
less = collectfitnesstable[n-1]
more = collectfitnesstable[n]
if less < randomno and randomno < more then
indexno = n end
end
indextable[k] = indexno
end
-- Make sure two unique chromosomes are selected
if indextable[1] ~= indextable[2] then break end
-- If the loop is not broken, use a variable which is not defined with the
-- command “until”. When we access it we get the value nil, which
-- means "until false", or forever.
until cows_come_home
-- 6. CROSSOVER SELECTED CHROMOSOMES TO PRODUCE OFFSPRINGS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- This crossover occurs according to some user-defined probability (usually high)
-- and results in new chromosomes having characteristics taken from both of the
-- parent chromosomes. The most common crossover operator is "one point
-- crossover". This crossover operator picks a random point within the chromosomes,
-- then switches the genes of the two chromosomes at this point to produce two new
-- offspring. If an offspring takes the best parts from each of its parents, the result will
-- likely be a better solution.
-- Generate a random number to select the gene to cross over
randomgene = random(1,6)
-- Using the generated random number, find the gene to be crossed
-- over
l = indextable[1]
m = indextable[2]
if randomgene == 1 then z02c1[l] = z01main[m] end
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if randomgene == 1 then z02c2[m] = z01main[l] end
if randomgene == 2 then y12c1[l] = y11main[m] end
if randomgene == 2 then y12c2[m] = y11main[l] end
if randomgene == 3 then z12c1[l] = z11main[m] end
if randomgene == 3 then z12c2[m] = z11main[l] end
if randomgene == 4 then y22c1[l] = y21main[m] end
if randomgene == 4 then y22c2[m] = y21main[l] end
if randomgene == 5 then z22c1[l] = z21main[m] end
if randomgene == 5 then z22c2[m] = z21main[l] end
if randomgene == 6 then z32c1[l] = z31main[m] end
if randomgene == 6 then z32c2[m] = z31main[l] end
-- 7. MUTATE THE GENES OF THE OFFSPRING CHROMOSOMES
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- This mutation occurs according to some user defined probability (usually low)
-- and serves to introduce some variability to the gene pool. Without mutation,
-- offspring chromosomes would be limited to only the genes available within the
-- initial population. For real genes, one of the most common mutation operators
-- simply adds a Gausian distribution random value to the gene being mutated.
-- Generate a random number to determine whether it’s
-- a positive mutation or a negative.
randommutate = random(-20,20)
-- Generate two random numbers to determine the percent of Gausian
-- mutation (between 1 and 30) and which chromosome to mutate ( -ve
-- and +ve).
randommutatepercentl = random (-30,1)
randommutatepercentm = random (1,30)
if randommutate == -10 then
if randomgene == 1 then z02c1[l] = z02c1[l] + (z02c1[l] *
(randommutatepercentl/100)) end
if z02c1[l] < 2200 then z02c1[l] = 2200 end
if z02c1[l] > 3300 then z02c1[l] = 3300 end
if randomgene == 2 then y12c1[l] = y12c1[l] + (y12c1[l] *
(randommutatepercentl/100)) end
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if y12c1[l] < 1 then y12c1[l] = 1 end
if y12c1[l] > 5400 then y12c1[l] = 5400 end
if randomgene == 3 then z12c1[l] = z12c1[l] + (z12c1[l] *
(randommutatepercentl/100)) end
if z12c1[l] < 2000 then z12c1[l] = 2000 end
if z12c1[l] > 3500 then z12c1[l] = 3500 end
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if randomgene == 4 then y22c1[l] = y22c1[l] + (y22c1[l] *
(randommutatepercentl/100)) end
if y22c1[l] < 5400 then y22c1[l] = 5400 end
if y22c1[l] > 10799 then y22c1[l] = 10799 end
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if randomgene == 5 then z22c1[l] = z22c1[l] + (z22c1[l] *
(randommutatepercentl/100)) end
if z22c1[l] < 2000 then z22c1[l] = 2000 end
if z22c1[l] > 3500 then z22c1[l] = 3500 end
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if randomgene == 6 then z32c1[l] = z32c1[l] + (z32c1[l] *
(randommutatepercentl/100)) end
if z32c1[l] < 2200 then z32c1[l] = 2200 end
if z32c1[l] > 3300 then z32c1[l] = 3300 end
end
if randommutate == 10 then
if randomgene == 1 then z02c2[m] = z02c2[m] + (z02c2[m] *
(randommutatepercentm/100)) end
if z02c2[m] < 2200 then z02c2[m] = 2200 end
if z02c2[m] > 3300 then z02c2[m] = 3300 end
if randomgene == 2 then y12c2[m] = y12c2[m] + (y12c2[m] *
(randommutatepercentm/100)) end
if y12c2[m] < 1 then y12c2[m] = 1 end
if y12c2[m] > 5400 then y12c2[m] = 5400 end
if randomgene == 3 then z12c2[m] = z12c2[m] + (z12c2[m] *
(randommutatepercentm/100)) end
if z12c2[m] < 2000 then z12c2[m] = 2000 end
if z12c2[m] > 3500 then z12c2[m] = 3500 end
if randomgene == 4 then y22c2[m] = y22c2[m] + (y22c2[m] *
(randommutatepercentm/100)) end
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if y22c2[m] < 5400 then y22c2[m] = 5400 end
if y22c2[m] > 10799 then y22c2[m] = 10799 end
if randomgene == 5 then z22c2[m] = z22c2[m] + (z22c2[m] *
(randommutatepercentm/100)) end
if z22c2[m] < 2000 then z22c2[m] = 2000 end
if z22c2[m] > 3500 then z22c2[m] = 3500 end
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if randomgene == 6 then z32c2[m] = z32c2[m] + (z32c2[m] *
(randommutatepercentm/100)) end
if z32c2[m] < 2200 then z32c2[m] = 2200 end
if z32c2[m] > 3300 then z32c2[m] = 3300 end
end
-- Copy the new cross altered chromosomes to the tables that would be
-- used as a new generation.
z01[p] = z02c1[l]
y11[p] = y12c1[l]
z11[p] = z12c1[l]
y21[p] = y22c1[l]
z21[p] = z22c1[l]
z31[p] = z32c1[l]
z01[p+1] = z02c2[m]
y11[p+1] = y12c2[m]
z11[p+1] = z12c2[m]
y21[p+1] = y22c2[m]
z21[p+1] = z22c2[m]
z31[p+1] = z32c2[m]
p = p+2
end
-- Set all values used in this generation to zero to start testing the new
-- population.
totalchromofitness= 0;
collectfitness = 0;
indexno = 0
for n= 1,100 do
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uniformity[n]= 0;
uniformity[n]= 0;
chromofitnesspercentage[n]= 0;
collectfitnesstable[n]= 0;
indextable[n] = 0;
end
end

Polygonal Mesh Ceiling Script:
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-- 3. CREATING AN INITIAL POPULATION OF CHROMOSOMES
---------------------------------------------------- Each chromosome is made up of a collection of genes
-- (the parameters to be optimized) and represents a
-- complete solution to the problem at hand. The gene
-- values are usually initialized to random values
-- within user-specified boundaries.
-- Create initial gene tables (arrays) for population of chromosomes.
-- Each gene is a co-ordinate parameter for control nodes of the mesh
z1 = {}
z2 = {}
z3 = {}
z4 = {}
z5 = {}
z6 = {}
z7 = {}
z8 = {}
z9 = {}
z10 = {}
z11 = {}
z12 = {}
z13 = {}
z14 = {}
z15 = {}
z16 = {}
-- Create tables (arrays) for the fitness functions
uniformity= {};
uniformityx = {};
totalchromofitness= 0;
-- Loop for population of 50 initial genes for the
-- chromosomes.
for n = 1,50 do
-- Generate random gene values
-- within the ceiling limitations.
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172.
z1[n] = random (2200, 3300)
173.
z2[n] = random (2200, 3300)
174.
z3[n] = random (2200, 3300)
175.
z4[n] = random (2200, 3300)
176.
z5[n] = random (2200, 3300)
177.
z6[n] = random (2200, 3300)
178.
z7[n] = random (2200, 3300)
179.
z8[n] = random (2200, 3300)
180.
z9[n] = random (2200, 3300)
181.
z10[n] = random (2200, 3300)
182.
z11[n] = random (2200, 3300)
183.
z12[n] = random (2200, 3300)
184.
z13[n] = random (2200, 3300)
185.
z14[n] = random (2200, 3300)
186.
z15[n] = random (2200, 3300)
187.
z16[n] = random (2200, 3300)
188.
189.
end
190.
191.
-- Start a loop that determines the number of generations,
192.
-- in this script, it is 50.
193.
194.
for f = 1,50 do
195.
196.
-- Start another loop that determines the number of chromosomes in a population
197.
-- in this script, it is 50.
198.
199.
for n = 1,50 do
200.
-- Print ceiling co-ordinates to be used to simulate resultant ceilings.
201.
print
(z1[n],z2[n],z3[n],z4[n],z5[n],z6[n],z7[n],z8[n],z9[n],z10[n],z11[n],z12[n],z13[n],z14[n],z1
5[n],z16[n])
-- Define the planar co-ordinates of the first node in the ceiling.
202.
203.
x = 8400
204.
y = 10800
205.
206.
-- Model each ceiling triangle polygon mesh based on “Z”
207.
-- co-ordinates.
208.
-- Triangle 1
209.
ceilingnodes = 3;
210.
ceilingnodeList = {
211.
{ x, y, z1[n]},
212.
{ x, (y-3600), z2[n]},
213.
{ (x-2800), y, z5[n]},
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}
w = add("object", 5, 12, 0);
if w > -1 then
for n = 1,ceilingnodes do
add("node", w, n-1,
ceilingnodeList[n][1], ceilingnodeList[n][2],
ceilingnodeList[n][3]
);
end
end
-- change the “Y” position for the next triangle
y = y - 3600
-- Triangle 2
ceilingnodes = 3;
ceilingnodeList = {
{ x, y, z2[n]},
{ x, (y-3600), z3[n]},
{ (x-2800), y, z6[n]},
}
w = add("object", 5, 12, 0);
if w > -1 then
for n = 1,ceilingnodes do
add("node", w, n-1,
ceilingnodeList[n][1], ceilingnodeList[n][2],
ceilingnodeList[n][3]
);
end
end
y = y - 3600
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-- Triangle 3
ceilingnodes = 3;
ceilingnodeList = {
{ x, y, z3[n]},
{ x, (y-3600), z4[n]},
{ (x-2800), y, z7[n]},
}
w = add("object", 5, 12, 0);
if w > -1 then
for n = 1,ceilingnodes do
add("node", w, n-1,
ceilingnodeList[n][1], ceilingnodeList[n][2],
ceilingnodeList[n][3]
);
end
end
y = 10800
--Triangle 4
ceilingnodes = 3;
ceilingnodeList = {
{ (x-2800), (y-3600), z6[n]},
{ x, (y-3600), z2[n]},
{ (x-2800), y, z5[n]},
}
w = add("object", 5, 12, 0);
if w > -1 then
for n = 1,ceilingnodes do
add("node", w, n-1,
ceilingnodeList[n][1], ceilingnodeList[n][2],
ceilingnodeList[n][3]
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);
end
end
y = y - 3600
--Triangle 5
ceilingnodes = 3;
ceilingnodeList = {
{ (x-2800), (y-3600), z7[n]},
{ x, (y-3600), z3[n]},
{ (x-2800), y, z6[n]},
}
w = add("object", 5, 12, 0);
if w > -1 then
for n = 1,ceilingnodes do
add("node", w, n-1,
ceilingnodeList[n][1], ceilingnodeList[n][2],
ceilingnodeList[n][3]
);
end
end
y = y - 3600
--Triangle 6
ceilingnodes = 3;
ceilingnodeList = {
{ (x-2800), (y-3600), z8[n]},
{ x, (y-3600), z4[n]},
{ (x-2800), y, z7[n]},
}
w = add("object", 5, 12, 0);
if w > -1 then
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for n = 1,ceilingnodes do
add("node", w, n-1,
ceilingnodeList[n][1], ceilingnodeList[n][2],
ceilingnodeList[n][3]
);
end
end
-- Now that the first strip has been modeled, return the “Y” co
-- -ordinate back to its original value, and move the “X” a distance
-- equal to the width of one strip.
x = x - 2800
y = 10800
-- Triangle 7
ceilingnodes = 3;
ceilingnodeList = {
{ x, y, z5[n]},
{ x, (y-3600), z6[n]},
{ (x-2800), y, z9[n]},
}
w = add("object", 5, 12, 0);
if w > -1 then
for n = 1,ceilingnodes do
add("node", w, n-1,
ceilingnodeList[n][1], ceilingnodeList[n][2],
ceilingnodeList[n][3]
);
end
end
y = y - 3600
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-- Triangle 8
ceilingnodes = 3;
ceilingnodeList = {
{ x, y, z6[n]},
{ x, (y-3600), z7[n]},
{ (x-2800), y, z10[n]},
}
w = add("object", 5, 12, 0);
if w > -1 then
for n = 1,ceilingnodes do
add("node", w, n-1,
ceilingnodeList[n][1], ceilingnodeList[n][2],
ceilingnodeList[n][3]
);
end
end
y = y - 3600
-- Triangle 9
ceilingnodes = 3;
ceilingnodeList = {
{ x, y, z7[n]},
{ x, (y-3600), z8[n]},
{ (x-2800), y, z11[n]},
}
w = add("object", 5, 12, 0);
if w > -1 then
for n = 1,ceilingnodes do
add("node", w, n-1,
ceilingnodeList[n][1], ceilingnodeList[n][2],
ceilingnodeList[n][3]
);
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end
end
y = 10800
--Triangle 10
ceilingnodes = 3;
ceilingnodeList = {
{ (x-2800), (y-3600), z10[n]},
{ x, (y-3600), z6[n]},
{ (x-2800), y, z9[n]},
}
w = add("object", 5, 12, 0);
if w > -1 then
for n = 1,ceilingnodes do
add("node", w, n-1,
ceilingnodeList[n][1], ceilingnodeList[n][2],
ceilingnodeList[n][3]
);
end
end
y = y - 3600
--Triangle 11
ceilingnodes = 3;
ceilingnodeList = {
{ (x-2800), (y-3600), z11[n]},
{ x, (y-3600), z7[n]},
{ (x-2800), y, z10[n]},
}
w = add("object", 5, 12, 0);
if w > -1 then
for n = 1,ceilingnodes do

468.
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508.
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add("node", w, n-1,
ceilingnodeList[n][1], ceilingnodeList[n][2],
ceilingnodeList[n][3]
);
end
end
y = y - 3600
--Triangle 12
ceilingnodes = 3;
ceilingnodeList = {
{ (x-2800), (y-3600), z12[n]},
{ x, (y-3600), z8[n]},
{ (x-2800), y, z11[n]},
}
w = add("object", 5, 12, 0);
if w > -1 then
for n = 1,ceilingnodes do
add("node", w, n-1,
ceilingnodeList[n][1], ceilingnodeList[n][2],
ceilingnodeList[n][3]
);
end
end
x = x - 2800
y = 10800
-- Triangle 13
ceilingnodes = 3;
ceilingnodeList = {
{ x, y, z9[n]},
{ x, (y-3600), z10[n]},
{ (x-2800), y, z13[n]},
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}
w = add("object", 5, 12, 0);
if w > -1 then
for n = 1,ceilingnodes do
add("node", w, n-1,
ceilingnodeList[n][1], ceilingnodeList[n][2],
ceilingnodeList[n][3]
);
end
end
y = y - 3600
-- Triangle 14
ceilingnodes = 3;
ceilingnodeList = {
{ x, y, z10[n]},
{ x, (y-3600), z11[n]},
{ (x-2800), y, z14[n]},
}
w = add("object", 5, 12, 0);
if w > -1 then
for n = 1,ceilingnodes do
add("node", w, n-1,
ceilingnodeList[n][1], ceilingnodeList[n][2],
ceilingnodeList[n][3]
);
end
end
y = y - 3600
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-- Triangle 15
ceilingnodes = 3;
ceilingnodeList = {
{ x, y, z11[n]},
{ x, (y-3600), z12[n]},
{ (x-2800), y, z15[n]},
}
w = add("object", 5, 12, 0);
if w > -1 then
for n = 1,ceilingnodes do
add("node", w, n-1,
ceilingnodeList[n][1], ceilingnodeList[n][2],
ceilingnodeList[n][3]
);
end
end
y = 10800
--Triangle 16
ceilingnodes = 3;
ceilingnodeList = {
{ (x-2800), (y-3600), z14[n]},
{ x, (y-3600), z10[n]},
{ (x-2800), y, z13[n]},
}
w = add("object", 5, 12, 0);
if w > -1 then
for n = 1,ceilingnodes do
add("node", w, n-1,
ceilingnodeList[n][1], ceilingnodeList[n][2],
ceilingnodeList[n][3]
);
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end
end
y = y - 3600
--Triangle 17
ceilingnodes = 3;
ceilingnodeList = {
{ (x-2800), (y-3600), z15[n]},
{ x, (y-3600), z11[n]},
{ (x-2800), y, z14[n]},
}
w = add("object", 5, 12, 0);
if w > -1 then
for n = 1,ceilingnodes do
add("node", w, n-1,
ceilingnodeList[n][1], ceilingnodeList[n][2],
ceilingnodeList[n][3]
);
end
end
y = y - 3600
--Triangle 18
ceilingnodes = 3;
ceilingnodeList = {
{ (x-2800), (y-3600), z16[n]},
{ x, (y-3600), z12[n]},
{ (x-2800), y, z15[n]},
}
w = add("object", 5, 12, 0);
if w > -1 then
for n = 1,ceilingnodes do

637.
638.
639.
640.
641.
642.
643.
644.

add("node", w, n-1,
ceilingnodeList[n][1], ceilingnodeList[n][2],
ceilingnodeList[n][3]
);
end
end

Follow the script documented for the B-Spline Ceiling starting from line 298 to evaluate,
select and crossover or mutate chromosomes, with respect to nomenclature included in the
Mesh Ceiling.
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APPENDIX 2: NUMERICAL OPTIMIZATION RESULTS

Table 1: Cubic B-Spline Ceiling Optimization for 50 p/i
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Table 2: Cubic B-Spline Ceiling Optimization for 100 p/i
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Table 3: Triangluated Polygon Mesh Ceiling Optimization for 50 p/i
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Table 4: Triangluated Polygon Mesh Ceiling Optimization for 100 p/i
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اﻟﻌﻤﺎرة اﻟﺒﻴﺌﻴﺔ اﻟﺨﻮارزﻣﻴﺔ:
اﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻟﻤﻌﺎدﻻت اﻟﺨﻮارزﻣﻴﺔ اﻟﺠﻴﻨﻴﺔ ﻓﻰ اﻳﺠﺎد ﺗﺸﻜﻴﻞ ﻟﻸﺳﻘﻒ اﻟﺪاﺧﻠﻴﺔ
ﻟﺘﺤﺴﻴﻦ ﻣﺴﺘﻮى اﻻﺿﺎءة اﻟﻄﺒﻴﻌﻴﺔ

إﻋﺪاد
ﻃﺎرق ﺟﻤﺎل اﻟﺪﻳﻦ ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﻋﺒﺪ اﻟﻤﻨﻌﻢ رﺧﺎ
ﺑﻜﺎﻟﻮرﻳﻮس اﻟﻬﻨﺪﺳﺔ اﻟﻤﻌﻤﺎرﻳﺔ
ﻗﺴﻢ اﻟﻬﻨﺪﺳﺔ اﻟﻤﻌﻤﺎرﻳﺔ ،آﻠﻴﺔ اﻟﻬﻨﺪﺳﺔ ،ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ اﻟﻘﺎهﺮة

رﺳﺎﻟﺔ ﻣﻘﺪﻣﺔ آﺠﺰء ﻣﻦ ﻣﺘﻄﻠﺒﺎت اﻟﺤﺼﻮل ﻋﻠﻰ درﺟﺔ
اﻟﻤﺎﺟﺴﺘﻴﺮ ﻓﻰ ﻋﻠﻮم اﻟﻬﻨﺪﺳﺔ
ﻓﻰ ﺗﺨﺼﺺ
اﻟﻬﻨﺪﺳﺔ اﻟﻤﻌﻤﺎرﻳﺔ

ﺗﺤﺖ اﺷﺮاف:
ا.د .ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﻣﺆﻣﻦ ﻋﻔﻴﻔﻰ
اﺳﺘﺎذ ﺑﻘﺴﻢ اﻟﻬﻨﺪﺳﺔ اﻟﻤﻌﻤﺎرﻳﺔ ،آﻠﻴﺔ اﻟﻬﻨﺪﺳﺔ ،ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ اﻟﻘﺎهﺮة
ا.م.د .هﺸﺎم ﺧﻴﺮى ﻋﺒﺪ اﻟﻔﺘﺎح
اﺳﺘﺎذ ﻣﺴﺎﻋﺪ ﺑﻘﺴﻢ اﻟﻬﻨﺪﺳﺔ اﻟﻤﻌﻤﺎرﻳﺔ ،آﻠﻴﺔ اﻟﻬﻨﺪﺳﺔ ،ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ اﻟﻘﺎهﺮة
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اﻟﻌﻤﺎرة اﻟﺒﻴﺌﻴﺔ اﻟﺨﻮارزﻣﻴﺔ:
اﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻟﻤﻌﺎدﻻت اﻟﺨﻮارزﻣﻴﺔ اﻟﺠﻴﻨﻴﺔ ﻓﻰ اﻳﺠﺎد ﺗﺸﻜﻴﻞ ﻟﻸﺳﻘﻒ اﻟﺪاﺧﻠﻴﺔ
ﻟﺘﺤﺴﻴﻦ ﻣﺴﺘﻮى اﻻﺿﺎءة اﻟﻄﺒﻴﻌﻴﺔ

إﻋﺪاد
ﻃﺎرق ﺟﻤﺎل اﻟﺪﻳﻦ ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﻋﺒﺪ اﻟﻤﻨﻌﻢ رﺧﺎ
ﺑﻜﺎﻟﻮرﻳﻮس اﻟﻬﻨﺪﺳﺔ اﻟﻤﻌﻤﺎرﻳﺔ
ﻗﺴﻢ اﻟﻬﻨﺪﺳﺔ اﻟﻤﻌﻤﺎرﻳﺔ ،آﻠﻴﺔ اﻟﻬﻨﺪﺳﺔ ،ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ اﻟﻘﺎهﺮة

رﺳﺎﻟﺔ ﻣﻘﺪﻣﺔ آﺠﺰء ﻣﻦ ﻣﺘﻄﻠﺒﺎت اﻟﺤﺼﻮل ﻋﻠﻰ درﺟﺔ
اﻟﻤﺎﺟﺴﺘﻴﺮ ﻓﻰ ﻋﻠﻮم اﻟﻬﻨﺪﺳﺔ
ﻓﻰ ﺗﺨﺼﺺ
اﻟﻬﻨﺪﺳﺔ اﻟﻤﻌﻤﺎرﻳﺔ

ﺗﺤﺖ اﺷﺮاف:
ا.د .ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﻣﺆﻣﻦ ﻋﻔﻴﻔﻰ
اﺳﺘﺎذ ﺑﻘﺴﻢ اﻟﻬﻨﺪﺳﺔ اﻟﻤﻌﻤﺎرﻳﺔ ،آﻠﻴﺔ اﻟﻬﻨﺪﺳﺔ ،ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ اﻟﻘﺎهﺮة
ا.م.د .هﺸﺎم ﺧﻴﺮى ﻋﺒﺪ اﻟﻔﺘﺎح
اﺳﺘﺎذ ﻣﺴﺎﻋﺪ ﺑﻘﺴﻢ اﻟﻬﻨﺪﺳﺔ اﻟﻤﻌﻤﺎرﻳﺔ ،آﻠﻴﺔ اﻟﻬﻨﺪﺳﺔ ،ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ اﻟﻘﺎهﺮة
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اﻟﻌﻤﺎرة اﻟﺒﻴﺌﻴﺔ اﻟﺨﻮارزﻣﻴﺔ:
اﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻟﻤﻌﺎدﻻت اﻟﺨﻮارزﻣﻴﺔ اﻟﺠﻴﻨﻴﺔ ﻓﻰ اﻳﺠﺎد ﺗﺸﻜﻴﻞ ﻟﻼﺳﻘﻒ اﻟﺪاﺧﻠﻴﺔ
ﻟﺘﺤﺴﻴﻦ ﻣﺴﺘﻮى اﻻﺿﺎءة اﻟﻄﺒﻴﻌﻴﺔ

اﻋﺪاد
ﻃﺎرق ﺟﻤﺎل اﻟﺪﻳﻦ ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﻋﺒﺪ اﻟﻤﻨﻌﻢ رﺧﺎ
ﺑﻜﺎﻟﻮرﻳﻮس اﻟﻬﻨﺪﺳﺔ اﻟﻤﻌﻤﺎرﻳﺔ
ﻗﺴﻢ اﻟﻬﻨﺪﺳﺔ اﻟﻤﻌﻤﺎرﻳﺔ ،آﻠﻴﺔ اﻟﻬﻨﺪﺳﺔ ،ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ اﻟﻘﺎهﺮة

رﺳﺎﻟﺔ ﻣﻘﺪﻣﺔ آﺠﺰء ﻣﻦ ﻣﺘﻄﻠﺒﺎت اﻟﺤﺼﻮل ﻋﻠﻰ درﺟﺔ
اﻟﻤﺎﺟﻴﺴﺘﻴﺮ ﻓﻰ ﻋﻠﻮم اﻟﻬﻨﺪﺳﺔ
ﻓﻰ ﺗﺨﺼﺺ
اﻟﻬﻨﺪﺳﺔ اﻟﻤﻌﻤﺎرﻳﺔ

ﻳﻌﺘﻤﺪ ﻣﻦ ﻟﺠﻨﺔ اﻟﻤﻤﺘﺤﻨﻴﻦ:

___________________________________________________________
ا.د .ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﻣﺆﻣﻦ ﻋﻔﻴﻔﻰ

اﻟﻤﺸﺮف اﻟﺮﺋﻴﺴﻰ

___________________________________________________________
ا.م.د .هﺸﺎم ﺧﻴﺮى ﻋﺒﺪ اﻟﻔﺘﺎح

ﻣﺸﺮف

___________________________________________________________
ا.د .ﺳﻤﻴﺮ ﺻﺎدق ﺣﺴﻨﻲ

ﻋﻀﻮ

___________________________________________________________
ا.د .ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﻣﺪﺣﺖ درة

ﻋﻀﻮ
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ﻣﻠﺨﺺ اﻟﺮﺳﺎﻟﺔ
اﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﻠﺺ:
ان اﻟﺘﺼﻤﻴﻤﺎت اﻟﻤﻌﻤﺎرﻳﺔ اﻟﻤﻌﺎﺻﺮة اﻟﺘﻰ ﺗﻔﺮض ﻧﻔﺴﻬﺎ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﺠﺘﻤﻊ اﻟﻤﻌﻤﺎرﻳﻴﻦ ﻟﺸﺪة ﺗﻤﻴﺰهﺎ ﺗﻨﺒﻊ ﻣﻦ ﻣﻨﺎهﺞ ﺟﺪﻳﺪة
ﻟﻠﺘﺼﻤﻴﻢ اﻟﻤﻌﻤﺎرى ﺑﻤﺴﺎﻋﺪة اﻟﺤﺎﺳﺐ اﻷﻟﻲ  .ﺗﻠﻚ اﻟﻤﻨﺎهﺞ اﻟﻤﺘﻄﻮرة ﺗﺴﺘﻜﺸﻒ ﻣﺎ ﺳﻴﻄﻠﻖ ﻋﻠﻴﻪ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ ﻣﺴﻤﻰ
اﻟﻌﻤﺮان اﻟﺮﻗﻤﻲ "دﻳﺠﻴﺴﻜﺎﻳﭗ" ) ، (Digiscapeو اﻟﺬى ﻳﺴﺘﻠﺰم ﺑﺮاﻋﺔ ﻓﻰ اﻟﺘﻘﻨﻴﺔ واﺑﺪاع ﻓﻄﺮى ﻣﺪﻣﺞ ﻓﻰ
ﺗﺮآﻴﺐ اﻟﻤﻨﻈﻮﻣﺔ اﻟﺘﺼﻤﻴﻤﻴﺔ ﻣﺘﻌﺪدة اﻻهﺪاف واﻟﻤﺴﺘﻮﻳﺎت ،واﻟﺘﻰ ﻟﻢ ﺗﻜﻦ ﻣﻦ ﻗﺒﻞ ﻓﻰ ﻣﻘﺪرة ﺣﺘﻰ اآﺜﺮ اﻟﻤﻌﻤﺎرﻳﻴﻦ
ﻣﻮهﺒﺔ .ﺗﻠﻚ اﻟﺘﻄﻮرات ادت اﻟﻰ وﻻدة ﻣﺎ ﻳﺴﻤﻰ اﻟﻌﻤﺎرة اﻟﺨﻮارزﻣﻴﺔ "اﻟﺠﻮﺗﻴﻜﺘﺸﺮ" ) ،(Algotectureاﻟﺘﻰ
ﺗﺠﻤﻊ ﺑﻴﻦ ﻋﻠﻮم اﻟﺨﻮارزﻣﻴﺎت واﻟﻌﻤﺎرة .و ذﻟﻚ اﻹﺗﺠﺎة اﻟﺨﻮارزﻣﻲ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻌﻤﺎرة ﺳﻤﺢ ﻻﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻟﺤﺎﺳﺐ آﺸﺮﻳﻚ
ﻓﻰ اﻟﺘﺼﻤﻴﻢ اﻟﻤﻌﻤﺎرى ﻟﻠﻮﺻﻮل ﻟﻠﺤﻠﻮل اﻟﻤﺜﻠﻰ ﻓﻰ اﻗﻞ وﻗﺖ .وﻟﻜﻦ ﻣﻊ آﻞ اﻟﻤﺠﻬﻮدات اﻟﺒﺤﺜﻴﺔ اﻟﺘﻰ ادت اﻟﻰ ﺛﻮرة
ﻓﻰ اﻟﺘﻘﺪم اﻟﺘﻜﻨﻮﻟﻮﺟﻰ ﻓﻰ اﻟﺒﺮﻣﺠﺔ ،ﻓﺈن إﺳﺘﺨﺪاﻣﺎت اﻟﺤﺎﺳﺐ اﻷﻟﻲ ﻻﺛﺮاء اﻟﺘﺼﻤﻴﻢ اﻟﻤﻌﻤﺎرى ﺗﻌﺘﺒﺮ رۆى ﺑﻌﻴﺪة
اﻟﻤﺪى ،وذﻟﻚ ﻟﻤﺎ ﺗﺤﺘﺎﺟﻪ ﻣﻦ ﺧﺒﺮات ﻣﺘﻌﺪدة اﻟﺘﺨﺼﺼﺎت ﻣﻦ ﺟﺎﻧﺐ ،وﻗﺒﻮل ﺻﻨﺎﻋﺔ اﻟﺒﻨﺎء ﻟﻬﺎ ﻣﻦ ﺟﺎﻧﺐ اﺧﺮ ،ﻣﻤﺎ
ﺻﻌﺐ اﻟﺘﻌﺒﻴﺮ ﻋﻦ اﻟﺤﺎﺟﺔ ﻻﺑﺤﺎث ﻋﻠﻤﻴﺔ ﻋﻤﻴﻘﺔ ﻓﻰ ﺗﻠﻚ اﻟﻤﺠﺎﻻت.
و ﻋﻠﻴﺔ ﻓﺈن اﻟﺮﺳﺎﻟﺔ ﺗﻘﺪم اﺳﻠﻮب ﻋﺎم ﻟﺘﻮﻟﻴﺪ واﻳﺠﺎد ﺗﺸﻜﻴﻞ ﻟﻼﺳﻘﻒ اﻟﺪاﺧﻠﻴﺔ ﻃﺒﻘﺎ ﻟﻨﺴﺐ ﺗﺠﺎﻧﺲ اﻻﺿﺎءة اﻟﻄﺒﻴﻌﻴﺔ
ﻓﻰ اﻟﻔﺮاغ .ﻓﻌﻦ ﻃﺮﻳﻖ إﺳﺘﺨﺪام ﺣﺰم اﻟﺒﺮﻣﺠﺔ اﻟﺨﻮارزﻣﻴﺔ اﻟﺠﻴﻨﻴﺔ ) (Genetic Algorithm - GAو اﻟﺘﻲ
ﺗﺤﺎآﻰ ﺳﻠﻮك وﺗﺄﻗﻠﻢ ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺤﻠﻮل اﻟﻤﺘﺒﺎرﻳﺔ ،وذﻟﻚ ﻣﻦ ﺧﻼل اﻧﺘﺎج ،اﺧﺘﺒﺎر واﺧﺘﻴﺎر ﻧﻘﺎط ﻟﻠﺘﺤﻜﻢ ﺑﻮاﺳﻄﺔ
ﻋﻤﻠﻴﺎت ﺗﻜﺮارﻳﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺘﺰاوج واﻟﺘﺤﻮل ،إﺳﺘﻄﺎع اﻟﺒﺤﺚ ﺗﻄﻮﻳﺮ اﻟﺘﻄﺒﻴﻖ ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺨﺪام ﻟﻐﺔ اﻟﺒﺮﻣﺠﺔ  LUAﻟﻜﻰ
ﻳﺘﻮاﺻﻞ ﺑﺮﻧﺎﻣﺞ ﺗﺤﻠﻴﻞ اﻻﺿﺎءة  Radianceﻣﻊ ﺑﺮﻧﺎﻣﺞ ﺗﺤﻠﻴﻞ اداء اﻟﻤﺒﺎﻧﻰ  .Ecotectو ﻳﺨﺘﺘﻢ اﻟﺘﻄﺒﻴﻖ
ﺑﺎﻟﻮﺻﻮل ﻟﻠﺤﻠﻮل اﻟﻤﺜﻠﻰ ﻟﺘﺸﻜﻴﻞ اﻟﺴﻘﻒ اﻟﺪاﺧﻠﻰ ﻟﻔﺮاغ اﻓﺘﺮاﺿﻰ ،ﻣﻊ ﺗﺮك ﺑﺪاﺋﻞ اﻟﺘﺼﻤﻴﻢ ﻻﺧﺘﻴﺎر ﻟﻠﻤﻌﻤﺎرى.
اﻟﻐﺮض اﻟﺒﺤﺜﻰ:
ﺗﻄﻮﻳﺮ ﻣﻨﻬﺠﻴﺔ ﺗﺼﻤﻴﻤﻴﺔ ﺑﻤﺴﺎﻋﺪة اﻟﺤﺎﺳﺐ اﻷﻟﻲ ﻟﺘﺤﺴﻴﻦ اﻟﺘﺸﻜﻴﻞ اﻟﻤﻌﻤﺎرى ﻟﻠﻔﺮاﻏﺎت اﻟﺪاﺧﻠﻴﺔ ﺑﺎﻻرﺗﻜﺎز ﻋﻠﻰ
ﻣﻌﻴﺎر اﻻداء اﻟﻀﻮﺋﻲ.
اﻻهﺪاف اﻟﺒﺤﺜﻴﺔ:
 دراﺳﺔ وﺗﺼﻨﻴﻒ ﻣﻨﺎهﺞ اﻟﺘﺼﻤﻴﻢ اﻟﻤﻌﻤﺎرى ﺑﻤﺴﺎﻋﺪة اﻟﺤﺎﺳﺐ اﻷﻟﻲ.
 اﺳﺘﻌﺮاض اﻹﺗﺠﺎهﺎت اﻟﺒﺤﺜﻴﺔ ﻓﻰ ﺗﺤﺴﻴﻦ اﻟﺘﺸﻜﻴﻞ ﺑﻤﺴﺎﻋﺪة اﻟﺤﺎﺳﺐ.
 ﺗﺼﻤﻴﻢ ﻣﻨﻬﺠﻴﺔ ﻋﺎﻣﺔ ﻻﻳﺠﺎد ﺗﺸﻜﻴﻞ اﻻﺳﻘﻒ اﻟﺪاﺧﻠﻴﺔ ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻟﺨﻮارزﻣﻴﺎت اﻟﺠﻴﻨﻴﺔ ﻟﺘﺤﺴﻴﻦ ﺗﺠﺎﻧﺲ ﻧﺴﺐ
اﻻﺿﺎءة اﻟﻄﺒﻴﻌﻴﺔ ﻓﻰ اﻟﻔﺮاغ.
 ﺑﺮﻣﺠﺔ ﻧﻤﻮذج ﻣﺤﺎآﺎة آﻤﺜﺎل ﻻﺧﺘﺒﺎر واﻟﺘﺤﻘﻖ ﻣﻦ ﻣﻨﻬﺠﻴﺔ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ اﻟﺘﺼﻤﻴﻤﻴﺔ.
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اﻟﻔﺮﺿﻴﺔ اﻟﺒﺤﺜﻴﺔ:
إن إﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻟﺤﺎﺳﺐ اﻷﻟﻲ و أﻟﻴﺎت اﻟﺠﻴﻨﺎت اﻟﺨﻮارزﻣﻴﺔ آﻮﺳﻴﻠﺔ ﻻﻳﺠﺎد اﻟﺘﺸﻜﻴﻞ ،ﻓﺈن اﻟﻨﺘﺎج اﻟﺘﺼﻤﻴﻤﻲ ﺳﻮف
ﻳﻜﻮن ﻧﺎﺟﺤﺎ ﻻﻳﺠﺎد اﻻﺷﻜﺎل اﻟﻤﺜﻠﻰ ﻟﻼﺳﻘﻒ اﻟﺪاﺧﻠﻴﺔ ﺑﻤﺎ ﻳﺘﻨﺎﺳﺐ ﻣﻊ ﺗﺠﺎﻧﺲ اﻻﺿﺎءة اﻟﻄﺒﻴﻌﻴﺔ ﻓﻰ اﻟﻔﺮاغ.
اﻟﻤﻨﻬﺠﻴﺔ اﻟﺒﺤﺜﻴﺔ:
ﺗﻢ ﺗﻘﺴﻴﻢ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ اﻟﻰ ﺟﺰﺋﻴﻦ:
اﻟﺠﺰء اﻻول :اﻟﺨﻠﻔﻴﺔ اﻟﺘﺎرﻳﺨﻴﺔ واﻟﺒﺤﺚ اﻟﻨﻈﺮى
ﻳﻘﺪم اﻟﻔﺼﻞ اﻻول ﺑﺤﺚ اﺳﺘﻜﺸﺎﻓﻰ ﻟﻤﻨﺎهﺞ اﻟﺘﺼﻤﻴﻢ ﺑﺈﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻟﺤﺎﺳﺐ ﻣﺼﻨﻔﺔ ﻃﺒﻘﺎ ﻟﻤﻨﻬﺠﻴﺔ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ و ﺗﻄﻮر ﻋﻠﻮم
اﻟﺤﺎﺳﺐ اﻷﻟﻲ .اﻟﻔﺼﻞ اﻟﺜﺎﻧﻲ ﻳﺴﺘﻌﺮض ﺑﺎﻟﺘﺤﻠﻴﻞ اﻷﺑﺤﺎث اﻟﻌﻠﻤﻴﺔ اﻟﻤﻨﺸﻮرة ﻣﺆﺧﺮا ﻓﻰ ﻣﺠﺎل ﺗﺤﺴﻴﻦ اﻟﺘﺸﻜﻴﻞ
ﻟﻠﻔﺮاﻏﺎت اﻟﻤﻌﻤﺎرﻳﺔ ،ﻣﻊ اﻟﺘﺮآﻴﺰ ﻋﻠﻰ اﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻟﺨﻮارزﻣﻴﺎت اﻟﺠﻴﻨﻴﺔ ﻓﻰ ﺷﺘﻰ ﻣﺠﺎﻻت اﻟﻌﻤﻞ اﻟﻤﻌﻤﺎرى .وﻳﺨﺘﺘﻢ
اﻟﺠﺰء ﺑﺎﻟﻔﺼﻞ اﻟﺜﺎﻟﺚ ،و اﻟﺬى ﻳﺴﺘﻌﺮض ﻣﻨﻬﺠﻴﻦ ﻋﺎﻣﻴﻦ ﻟﻠﻮﺻﻮل ﻟﻠﺘﺸﻜﻴﻞ اﻻﻣﺜﻞ ﻟﻼﺳﻘﻒ اﻟﺪاﺧﻠﻴﺔ ،ﺑﻨﺎءا ﻋﻠﻰ
ﻧﺴﺐ ﺗﺠﺎﻧﺲ اﻻﺿﺎءة اﻟﻄﺒﻴﻌﻴﺔ اﻟﺪاﺧﻠﻴﺔ .اﻻول ﻳﺘﻌﺎﻣﻞ ﻣﻊ ﺗﺸﻜﻴﻞ ﻣﻨﺤﻨﻰ اﻻﺿﻼع ) (Curvilinearﻟﻼﺳﻘﻒ،
ﻣﻦ ﺧﻼل ﻗﻄﺎع ﺛﻨﺎﺋﻰ اﻻﺑﻌﺎد ﻣﻨﺒﺜﻖ ) .(Extrudedواﻟﺜﺎﻧﻰ ﻣﻊ ﺷﺒﻚ ﻣﺜﻠﺜﻰ ﻣﻀﻠﻊ (Triangulated
).Mesh
اﻟﺠﺰء اﻟﺜﺎﻧﻰ :ﻧﻤﻮذج اﻟﺘﺤﻘﻖ
ﻗﺪم اﻟﻔﺼﻞ اﻟﺮاﺑﻊ ﺗﺤﺴﻴﻦ آﻤﻰ ﻟﻤﺜﺎل ﻣﻌﻤﺎري ﺣﻴﺚ ﻋﺮﺿﺖ اﻟﻨﺘﺎﺋﺞ ﻣﻔﺼﻠﺔ وﺗﻢ ﺗﺤﻠﻴﻠﻬﺎ وﻣﻨﺎﻗﺸﺘﻬﺎ ﻓﻴﻤﺎ ﻳﺘﻌﻠﻖ
ﺑﺎﻻﺟﺮاءات اﻟﺒﺮﻣﺠﻴﺔ واﻟﺤﺴﺎﺑﻴﺔ ﻣﻊ اﻟﺘﺸﻜﻴﻞ اﻟﻤﻨﺘﺞ .ﻳﻨﺘﻬﻰ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ ﻓﻰ اﻟﻔﺼﻞ اﻟﺨﺎﻣﺲ ﺑﻌﺮض اﻻﻣﻜﺎﻧﺎت
اﻟﻤﺤﺘﻤﻠﺔ ،اﻟﻤﺤﺪدات واﻟﺘﻮﺻﻴﺎت ﻟﻠﺘﻄﻮﻳﺮ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻘﺒﻠﻰ.
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